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Senate Committee Hears From
Women Who Favor Equal Rights
By BILL HENDRICK
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP) — The
Kentucky Senate's Committee on
Elections and Constitutional Amend-
ments was scheduled to hear
arguments today from women who are
in favor of the proposed Equal Rights
Amendment to the U.S. Constitution.
Women who are against the proposed
constitutional amendment addressed
the panel last week.
The decision to hold public hearings
was criticized by the chairman of the
committee— Sen. Gus Sheehan, D-
Covington, as a move to kill or delay a
House resolution to rescind Kentucky's
ratification of ERA. All the other six
committee members voted to hold the
hearings.
Sheehan has declined to participate
in today's public hearing because he
says he already has heard too much
about ERA.
The Kentucky House has passed the
resolution to rescind Kentucky's 1972
ratification of the proposed con-
stitutional amendment. If the Senate
follows suit, Kentucky would become




Christopher has explained a new
measure which will affect several
judicial districts'in Kentucky, among
them the one which includes Calloway
County Circuit Court.
HB 150, signed by Gov. Carroll
Monday night, created a new judfcial
district of Caldwell, Lyon, Trigg and
Livingston Counties. It also redefined
the Third judicial district as Christian
County only. The Fourth district will
now be Hopkins County only, and, by
amendment in the Senate, the 42nd
judicial district will now be only
Calloway and Marshall Counties.
Livingston County, formerly included
with Marshall and Calloway, was added
to the new district created by the
measure.
Christopher said the measure will
lighten the load considerably on local
judicial officials, but will still leave a
population of 50,000 to be served by the
42nd district.
In other legislative action of local
concern, Rep. Kenny Imes reported
Tuesday afternoon that the Kentucky
House is expected to vote on a measure
this afternoon that will return the
Coldwater precinct to Calloway County
and the Fifth District.
Pair Of Beauties To Emcee
Miss MSU Pageant Saturday
Marsha Griffith of Ashland, Miss
Kentucky for 1975, and Mrs. Treva
Mathis, the reigning Mrs. Murray
Suite, will be the coustatreenes. of
ceremonies for the ninth annual Miss




Several persons received final sen-
tencing in the circuit court of Judge
James Lassiter Tuesday, according to
Circuit Court Clerk Frances Shea.
Danny Joe Burkeen, charged with
burglary; Paxton Smith, charged with
burglary; and James Beggarly, also
charged with burglary, received one
year prison terms. The terms were
suspended and three years probation
included in the judgement.
Charlotte M. Joiner, charged with
forgery, received a one year prison
term, suspended with two years
probation.
Tony Williford, David West, and Carl
Hudson, all charged with burglary,
received one year prison terms.
Cloudy and Mild
Partly cloudy and mild today, high in
the mid to upper 50s. Increasing
cloudiness and cold tonight, low in the
mid to upper 30s. Mostly cloudy and
mild Thursday, high in the upper 50s.
Friday mostly cloudy and mild.
Pageant on the campus on Saturday
evening, March 13.
When the curtain goes up at 7:30 p. m.
In Lovett Auditorium, they will be
sharing the spotlight with 14 coed
semifinalists hoping to wear the crown
as Miss Murray State into the Miss
Kentucky Pageant in Louisville next
summer.
Semifinalists are: Debbie Benson,
sophomore, Marian Holloway, fresh-
man, Jana Jones, sophomore, Sarah
Sams, senior, and Jane Wager, fresh-
man, all of Murray; Kathy Crow,
Kennett, Mo., sophomore; Anita
Feezor, Kevil sophomore; Desiree
Herron, freshman, and Heather
McClure, junior, both of Henderson;
Shirley McClellan, Hickman
sophomore; Peggy Meriedeth, Barlow
junior; Toni Jayne Sparks, Greenville
junior; Jane Syers, Sturgis senior; and
Sheila Diane White, Spring Grove, Pa.,
junior.
Nancy Spann, a Murray junior who is
directing the pageant sponsored by the
Student Activities Board of the Student
Government Assocition, said, "If hard
work in rehearsal is any indication of
success, we're going to have an out-
standing pageant." The pageant theme
is "In The Mood."
Helen O'Nan, a Sturgis senior, will
relinquish the title of Miss Murray
State. A unicyclist, she was the fourth
rwinerup last June in the Miss Ken-
tucky competition.
Tickets will be on sale at the door
prior to the pageant. Prices are $5 for
patrons, 82 for adults, $1.75 for Murray
State students, and 81 for children 12
and younger.
Albert Wilson, right, chairman of the Calloway County Soil Conservation
District, presents a plaque to Felix Perrin, District Conservationist with the Soil
Conservation Service here, at the retirement dinner, hosted by Jackson Purchase
Production Credit Association and the CaRoway District, at Seven Seas on
Tuesday. Perrin and his wife will be moving to Island. Ky., their native home, after
lik retirement on Apra 24. He has been with the Soil Conservation Service here
for the past 10'75 years.
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There is a legal dispute over whether
states can take back their approval of
ERA.
Because the move to rescind is a
resolution, Gov. Julian Carroll would
not have to sign it. He has said that his
official position on ERA is that he has
no position.
Several petitions to discharge the
anti-ERA resolution from the com-
mittee have been filed. Last week Lt.
Gov. Thelma Stovall quashed an at-
tempt to bring the matter to the Senate
floor.
After a discharge petition is filed, a
move must be made on the floor to
place the resolution on the calendar. To
do that, 20 senators must vote to extract
the resolution from committee.
Then it would go to the Senate Rules
Committee, which Weisenberger says
doesn't want to take responsibility for
killing the rescission move.
Weisenberger says the problem is in
getting the resolution out of the com-
mittee. He says many senators "don't
want to buck the committee system."
But if anti-ERA forces can muster the
votes to place the measure on the
calendar, Weisenberger says the





Ann Gregory won first place in the
biennial Murray Woman's Club piano
contest this year. She will represent
Murray in the Federated Women's Club
District piano contest to be held at
Marshall County High School March 27.
Miss Gregory is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. J. A. Gregory and is a junior
at Murray High School.
Second place winner was Tina Steele,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Barry Steele.
She is a sophomore at Murray High
School.
Kim Alley, also a sophomore at
Murray High School, took third piaci'
honors. She is the daughter of Mr. an
Mrs. Donald Alley.
The winner of the district contest iv;
compete in the State Contest at KFT
television station in Lexington April 7.
15' Eer Copy 2 Sections — 22 Pages
Another tourism season will soon begin in the Kentucky Lake and Lake Barkley region. Supporters of the
promotional programs of Kentucky's Western Watedand this year are being acknowledged for their contributions
to the the eight county regional tourism organization. KWW Membership Chairman, Bill Morgan, second from left,
and Calloway County directors Tom Brown, left, and Chuck Wynn, far right, present Nix Crawford, Western Auto
Store in Murray, with the new KWW membership plaque and information kit being distributed to all members.
Three Slated For Major Roles
,in Commemoration
Three people who either knew or
worked with the firdt president of
Murray State University will have
major roles on the program Monday,
March 15, when the University ob-
serves its first Commemoration Day
observance with a tribute to the late Dr.
John Wesley Carr.
Dr. Carr, who died in 1959 at the age
of 100, was twice president of the
Institution — 1923-26 and 1933-36. The
University's newly-remodeled Carr
Health Building, first occupied in 1937,
is named in his honor and will be
rededicated Monday as part of the
Commemoration Day activities.
Miss Ruth Holton, a grand-daughter
of the first president and a retired high
school teacher living in Tulsa, Okla.,
will relate some of her memories of her
grandfather.
The daughter of Anna Louise Carr
Holton, the only daughter of Dr. Carr
and Mrs. Rachel Ashcraft Carr, and
Bodies Of 15 Men Killed
In Mine Blast Recovered
OVEN FORK, Ky. AP) —The bodies
of 15 men, killed in a Southeastern
Kentucky coal mine, were recovered
early today, and questions were being
raised as to what caused the explosion
The methane gas blast occurre,!
















"I'm afraid someone was
welding.. and I would have hoped they
would have monitored the methane and
I don't think they did," said Rep. Tim
Lee Carter, R-Ky., after visiting the
mine early today. think the methane
was too high."
Scotia Coal Co. officials were
unavailable for comment on Carter's
remarks but a spokesman for the
Mining Enforcement and Safety
Administration ( MESA) said he hadn't
heard of anyone welding.
"The men were laying rails, that we
know," continued Oscar Harris, a coal
mine supervisor for MESA at Pikeville.
"We are sending a team of inspectors
back into the mine late this afternoon to
see what we can find. Until then, I can't
even hazard a guess as to what
triggered the blast."
Felix Perrin, Distriet Ccfriservaflorlist with the Conservation Service, second
left, was honored at a retirement dinner by the Calloway County Soil Con-
servation District at the Seven Seas Restaurant on Tuesday evening with the
Jackson Purchase Production Credit Aseliciation as the sponsor. Shown with
Perrin are, left to right, Albert Wilson, Calloway Chairman, Harvey Bradley,
Assistant State Chnservationist of So a Conservation Service, Lexington, and
William Lowry, Area Conservationist with the Soil Conservation Service,
mayrwid. penis is retiring after thirty ears with the federal service. Keys Keel
and Tommy Murphy represented the IPPCA at the dinner. About thirty persons
were present. sun not« by to itreea
Day At MSU
Edwin Lee Holton, Miss Holton was
visiting in the Carr home in Frankfort
in 1923, when Dr. Carr was notified that
he had been named president of the
newly-founded Murray State Normal
School.
Mrs. Cleo Gillis Hester, Lexington,
who for 33 years served as registrar at
Murray State before her retirement in
1960, will relate some of her memories
of Dr. Carr as an administrator,. and
Dr. L. J. Hortin, professor emeritus in
journalism who served under all six of
Murray State's presidents before his
retirement two years ago, will pay
tribute to Dr. Carr as an educator.
Special music during the dinner,
which is open to the public, will be
provided by an ensemble made up of
Mrs. Marie Taylor at the piano, Prof.
Neale Mason on the cello, and Prof.
David Nelson on the violin. All are
members of the music faculty at the
University.
The 35-voice University Choir, under
the direction of Prof. Robert K. Baar,
also will present "The Battle Hymn of
The Republic," a favorite song of the
first president and the one which he,
Dr. Rainey T. Wells, founder of the
Institution, and other dignitaries sang
the day the school opened its doors on
September 23, 1923.
In addition to Miss Holton, two other
grandchildren of Dr. Carr are expected
to attend: Frank C. Carr of Barrington,
ni., along with his son, David, and
Charles Carr, Bloomfield Hills, Mich.
The invocation will be given by Miss
Ruble Smith, retired chairman of the
Department of Elementary Education,
and Dr. Ray Mofield, a professor in the
Department of Journalism and Radio-
Television, will give the benediction.
Tickets for the dinner are $4.00 each
and reservations should be made by
calling the Office of Information and
Public Services, 762-2798, before 4:30 p.
m. March 13. Although a number of
special invitations were mailed to
retired faculty and employees, public
officials, and key administrative
personnel on the campus, the dinner is
open to the public and anyone wishing
to attend will be welcome. Reservations
are requested, however.
The public also is invited to the brief
rededication ceremony in the Health
Building, beginning at 6 p. m. Members
of Sigma Delta, an honorary fraternity
in physical education, will serve as
guides for tours through the facili yt
from 4 until p. m.
An oil painting of Dr. Carr will be
unveiled during the rededication
program. The Commemoration Day
dinner will start at 6:45 p. m. in the





Two audits, one of the City of Murray
general budget and one of the Murray
Water & Sewer System, will be
presented to the Murray Common
Council at its regular meeting at 7 p. m.
Thursday night in the council chambers
in city hall.
Also included on the agenda will be
the second reading of two ordinances,
one specifying qualifications for
promotions in the Fire Department and
one setting the permanent meeting
time of the council at 7:30 p. m.
The council is also expected to em-
ploy one fireman and to appoint an
acting mayor to take over the duties of




Dr. James Graham, State Superin-
tendent of Public Instruction, was the
guest speaker at the Tuesday night
meeting of the Murray State University
chapter of Phi Delta Kappa fraternity.
Graham, former superintendent of
the Bowling Green City School System,
told the group that one of his primary
goals as superintendent is to make
education free to all children through
high school. ..He said that eliminating
fees and giving free textbooks is a step
in this direction. -1 am concerned about
the high cost of high school," Graham
said.
Graham also was concerned about
the "red tape" involved in the
education process, saying "We are red-
taping, and we are having paper
blizzards.., 'is there some way we can
reduce it?"
In speaking on legislation involving
education in the state, Graham
especially favored the power
equalization measure now under
consideration. He called it "something
we've wanted and needed for a long
time."
Graham concluded by saying that he
is a "great advocate of local school
boards, and I am in favor of
strengthening them. When we lose the
power of the local board, we have
serious problems," he concluded.
Dr. Pines Graham, superintendent
of public instruction, was the guest
speaker last night at the meeting of
Phi Delta Kappa education fraternity
at Murray State. Staff Moo by David HIM
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Miss Helen O'Nan, Murray State Home Economics
major and the present Miss Murray State is pictured
demonstrating the craft of cake decorating at the
Calloway County Public library. Of special interest to
both children and adults was her 'Snoopy' cake and a
clown cake decorated for children's parties. Miss O'Nan
also gave illustrated lesson sheets to the participants







Baby Girl Jackson (mother
Angelika ), Rt. 2, Puryear,
Tn., Baby Girl Bucy (mother
Brenda), New Concord.
DISMISSALS
Sam C. Puckett, Dexter,
Miss Minica A. Nance, 829
Glendale Rd., Murray, Miss
Celina R. Hutson, 509 Broad,
Murray, James W. Rioriell,
Rt. 6, Murray, Mrs. Kathleen
R. Godin, 1100 Poplar,
Murray, Mrs. Linda S.
Adams, 1505 Oak, Murray,
Mrs. Linda -F. Parker, Rt. 1,
Alin°, Jimmy Potts, Rt. 1,
Kirksey, Billy J. Cooper, Rt. 1,




Roberts, Rt. 4, Box 630,
Murray, Mrs. Mary Kern, Rt.
7, Murray, Mrs. Olga N.






Murray Bass Club will meet
at the Holiday Inn at 6:30 p.m.
Evening circles of First
United Methodist Church
Women will meet at 7:30 p. in
as follows: Hannah with Mrs.
Yancey Watkins, 803 North
20th, Ruth Wilson with Mrs. Z.
C. Enix, Kingswood Drive,
and Wesleyan with Doris
Rowland, 308 Irvan.
CHEESE
They say there's a cheese
for every taste and every
pocketbook. And I must admit
I don't know anyone who
doesn't like some sort of
cheese. It's a versatile food,
too, hot or cold, sliced, grated,
or bite-size, or in sauces.
Cheese is an excellent source
of top quality protein and all























Church Women will meet at
6:30 p.m.
Murray Open Duplicate
Bridge Club will meet at seven
p. m. at Gleason Hall.
Thursday, March 11
Welcome Wagon
Newcomers Club will meet at
the First Christian Church at
7:30p.m.
Joint junior recital of
Katharine E. Mason, Murray,
viola, and Julie Skaggs,
Owensboro, clarinet, will be at
8:15 p.m. at Farrell Recital
Hall, Fine Arts Center, MSU.
The Blankenship Unit of
South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church Women will
meet at seven p. m. at the
home of Donna Jackson.
Murray Chapter No. 92 R. A.
M. and Murray Council No. 50
R. & S. M. will meet at 7:30
p.m. at the Masonic Hall.
Grove 6126 WOW will meet
at the Murray Woman's Club
House at six p.m.
NOW is scheduled to meet at
United Campus Ministry at
7: 30 p.m.
Oak Grove Baptist Church
WMU will meet at the home of
Clara Jean Paschall.
Poplar Spring Baptist
Church WMU will meet at 1:30
p.m. at church.
Elm Grove Baptist Women
will meet with Ruby Futrell at
1:30p.m.
Dexter Homemakers Club
will meet at 9:30 a.m. at the
Dexter Center.
First Baptist Church
Women will meet at nine a.m.
at the church.
Memorial Baptist Church
Women will meet at one p.m.
New Concord-Hamlin Senior
Citizens Group will meet at
one p.m. at the home of Mrs.
Ruth Ferguson.
Ellis Center will' open at ten
a.m, for senior citizens with
Danny Patterson to speak on
"Crime Prevention" at 10:30
a.m., lunch at noon, table
games at one p.m., and
transportation provided for
persons to go to Circuit Court
Clerk's office for ID card.
Murray Art Guild will be

















Club will meet at the home of
Mrs. Charles Humphrey at
1:30 p.m.
Faculty recital of Thomas
Baker, piano, will be at 8:15
p.m. at the Recital Hall, Fine
Arts Annex, MSU.
Elm Grove Baptist Church
Women will meet with Lecta
Fulkerson at 1:30 p.m.
Memorial Baptist Church
Women will meet at one p.m.
First Baptist Church
Women will meet at nine a.m.
with Mrs. Mike Robertson as
speaker.
Friday, March 12
Le Leche League will be
having a couples night at 8:00
p.m. at the home of Ann
McKeel, 1500 Henry St., 753-
8842. All interested couples
and nursing babies welcome.
Please bring your favorite
party dish.
Shopping for Senior Citizens




Chapter of the DAR will have
a luncheon at the Murray
Woman's Club House at noon.
A bake sale will be held at




Mr. and Mrs. Thelmer
Rudolph will be honored with
a reception on their golden
wedding anniversary at
Palestine United Methodist
Church from two to 4:30 p.m.
Poplar Spring Baptist
Church WMU will present a
special program at the church
L 5:30 p. m. with the pub*
invited.
Revival services at First
United Methodist Church will
start at seven p. m. with Dr.
Ross Freeman as guest
minister. Coffee hour will be
from 9:30 to 10:30 a. m. in the




by Murray Civic Music
Association, will be at three p.




Calloway, Graves, and Mar-
shall Counties, is guest
teacher for the four classes
on "Nutrition" being taught
for four Sunday nights at six
p. m. at the First Baptist
Church, Benton. Mrs. Har-
mon of Murray has her B. S.
and M. S. degrees from
Murray State University and
has sixteen years of ex-
perience in her field.
DAIRY FOODS
As one of the four food
groups, dairy foods are im-
portant because these foods
are your very best source of
calcium. You need calcium,
even when you're an adult, for
upkeep of bone and for proper
functioning of nerves and
muscles. Milk and its products
are important, too, for
protein, and the B vitamin
riboflavin, as well as other
vitamins and minerals.
By Abigail Van Buren
Granddad's 'True Love'
Has Poor Track Record
DEAR ABBY: Please don't think I'm crazy, but I am a
55-year-old divorced grandfather who has fallen in love for
the first time in my life.
I thought I was "in love" many times before, but those
experiences were nothing compared to this.
You will think I am crazy for sure when I tell you that the
little lady who has me walking on air has been married and
divorced four times!
It's not my style to live with a woman, Abby. I want to
marry her. My friends think I have lost my mind to consider
marrying a woman with such a poor track record, but I
cannot describe the happiness I feel when I'm with her. I
know in my heart that the feeling in mutual. It's not our
fault that we didn't meet 35 years ago.
Do you think I'm crazy, and what is your advice/
WALKING ON AIR
DEAR WALKING: No, I don't think you're "crazy." I
congratulate you on your compassion. I believe you
sincerely love this little lady, and if the feeling is mutual, I
say, go ahead and marry her. Sometimes it's the last key in
the bunch that opens the door.
DEAR ABBY: My husband insists that he doesn't know
where he belonged in this situation, and he asked me to ask
you.
At his father's funeral, he walked with his mother instead
of with me.
His mother was well able to walk by herself, but my
husband was at her side, "supporting" her.
I was pushed in the background, along with lesser
relatives such as cousins and nieces and nephews.
I am not putting his mother down, but I just want my
husband to know where you thought his place was at a time
like that.
DAILY READER
DEAR READER: I think your husband "belonged" at
his mother's side. But I see no reasoe why you couldn't
have been alongside your husband, too.
DEAR ABBY: 1 have been married to a doctor for three
years. We are both 29. We live in a nice neighborhood, and
our neighbors are wonderful people, except for one thing:
Whenever someone in their household becomes ill, they call
Dave, my husband.
We were awakened at 4:30 a.m. by a neighbor whose
daughter had difficulty breathing. She had a cold, and nose
drops would have done the trick.
Abby, this isn't an occasional happening, this goes on all
the time. No matter how trivial the illness, they call Dave.
He works 18 to 20 hours a day and needs his rest. These
neighbors have their own physicians, but they call Dave
because he's handy. They never invite us to any of their
parties. We hear from them only when somebody's sick
When they call, I can't say he isn't home because they
would see both our cars. We've considered moving, but the
same thing -would probably happen wherever we went.
How can we get these people off our backs without
destroying our friendship?
DOCTOR'S WIFE
DEAR WIFE: What "friendship"? Tell them to call their
own doctors and to please call Dr. Dave only in an
emergency.
Everyone has a problem. What's yours? For a personal
reply, write to ABBY: Box No. 69700, L.A., Calif 90069


















By University of Kentucky
County Extension Agents
for Home Economics
As far back as 1866,
Congress made the mettle
system legal but not man-
datory for use in this country
although the English units
continued to predominate. In
the near future England and
Canada have ,recently con-
verted to thernetric system.—
Mrs. Maxine Griffin, Clinton.
If you enjoy taking pictures
of your children but have a
child who is camera shy, try
this. Ask them to hold a toy or
doll so you can take a picture
of it. Most children like to see
their toys in the picture with
them so they may cooperate.-
Mrs. Sue Fraser, Bardwell.
Subsitute for white but-
tonhole twist: nylon kite string
or synthetic polyfilarnent kite
cord. No difference in stit-
ching and much cheaper.—
Mrs. Dean Roper, Mayfield.
Some manufacturers have
specifically designed their
products for use on permanent
press and washable knit items
as a means of loosening heavy
soil and greasy oil. These two
stains are among the most
difficult to remove. Since
permanent press and knit
fabrics have a tendency to
retain certain stains that may
not come out with regular
laundering, the pre-wash
products break clown the soil,
suspend the stain and let the
detergent and water wash the









Yi cup butter or margarine
iv4 cups fine graham-cracker
crumbs
114 cups chopped ( medum fine)
walnuts
In a small saucepan over low
heat melt the butter; remove
from heat. Stir in the crumbs
and walnuts. Press over bottom
and sides of two 9-inch pis
*tea, having mixture come
just to top (not over) rim. Bake
In a preheated 375-degree oven
until lightly browned —
minutes. Cool before adding a
chiffon filling of your choice.
(This is our newest version of
the crust we always use for
pumpkin chiffon pies.)
Notice
These 3 Fine Films







C• .en of the Se - Tuna
Blue Bonne' Oleo
Ryan s to-Cal Milk
Crisco Shortening
Hyde Park Coffee Creamer
Frozen Orange JuiceFrosty Acre I;
49c Sun flourSelf -Rising
tb 39c Cornmeal
69c$129





Owens Best Slob Sliced
Bacon lb 896
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Wilard Ails, pharmacist, and pharmacy technicians at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital, look through Ails' new book, "What The Christian Should Know About
Alcohol And Alcoholism." Pharmacy technicians are, left to right, Vickie Cathey, Anita
Butterworth, Sandy Tabers, and Kae Wilhite.
Second Book Of ard Ais PUblished; Lod Pharmacist
Willard Ails, pharmacist at
Murray Calloway County
Hospital, had his second book,
What The Christian Should






















College lectureship in Hen-
derson, Tenn.
The book is published by
Restoration Publications, the
same company that published
Ails' first book, What The
Christian Should Know About
Drug Use and Abuse.
Alls' first book was on the
best seller list among religious
literature of its type. The
publisher expects the
popularity of the second book
to far exceed that of the first.
PARIS PATIENT
Noah Paschall of Hazel has




Homer England of Murray
has been dismissed from
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
PADUCAH PATIENT
Mark Levin of Murray has
been a patient at the Western
Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
In addition to these two
books, Ails has also had ar-
ticles published in several
professional journals, in-
cluding The American
Druggist and The Kentucky
Pharmacist. Ails' professional
writings have also been well
received. He was recently
notified that some of his
writings have been placed in




NEW YORK (AP) - More
women are becoming miners,
according to a special survey
conducted by Engineering and
Mining Journal.
Among the jobs they are
being hired or trained for are
truck driver, mill operator,
cage operator, drill operator,
welder and dozer operator,
says the magazine.
Though fewer in numbers,
professional women also are




Tired of Veneer or Solid Shades?
Want A New Modern Look?





Kentucky Little Miss Pageant - 1971







Dote of Birth 
Social Security Number of Contestant or mother 
Name of Parents or Guardian_
Home Phone Business Phone
Color of eyes Color of hair 
General information - hobbies, favorite TV program,
interests, etc.







Please send recent photo with this application. Please
send registration fee of $30.00 with this application.
Kentucky Little Miss Pageant To
Be Held At Hurray On April 11
Applications are still being
accepted for the Kentucky
Little Miss - 1976 pageant to be
held April 11, at Lovett
Auditorium on the Murray
State University Campus,
Murray. The pageant is being
sponsored by the Omicron
Alpha Chapter of the Thu Phi
Lambda Sorority of the
Woodmen of the World.
Contestants must be at least
five (5) and no more than nine
(9) years of age as of June 26,
1976. They must be a resident
of the State of Kentucky.
Contestants will compete in
sportswear (no bathing suits),
and a party dress. If long
dresses are worn, hoops can
not be worn under the skirts.
Juding will be done by the
point system on NATURAL
charm, poise and personality
The clothing worn by the
contestants will not be judged,
only how becoming it is to the
child.
Each contestant entering
the pageant will receive an
Ambassador of Kentucky
certificate from Governor
Julian Carroll, a partidpation
certificate from the sorority,
an autograph animal, a
contestant trophy, and a
bouquet of flowers, also from
the sorority.
bouquet of flowers, also from
the sorority.
Application forms may be
obtained by writing the
Kentucky Little Miss Pageant
- 1176, 1907 Poplar, Murray,
Kentucky 42071. The com-
pleted application form should
be sent to Carol McDougal,
Chairperson of the pageant, at
the above address, along with
a 517 photograph of the eri-
trent. These photographs will
be used in newspaper
publicity and in the pregram
for the pageant.
Each contestant will need to
solicit sponsors for the
pageant. The contestant may
, The Murre6t
Ledger Times
have as many as two sponsors.
The sponsors may be the
child's parents or a place of
business. The registration fee
is $30.00 and will need to ac-
company the application form
of each contestant to make the
contestant eligible.
Kentucky Little Miss - 1975,
Miss Michelle McDougal, will
be present to crown the new
Kentucky Little Miss.
Pre-pageant activities will
include a punch party to be
held Friday, April 9, at 7:00
p.m., at Pagliai'a Pizza, on
Main Street, Murray. The
contestants will be in-
terviewed by the judges
Saturday at 2:00 p.m. at
Lovett Auditorium, with a
rehearsal to follow the in-
terviews. The pageant will
begin at 2:30 p.m. Sunday
afternoon.
The winner of the pageant,
along with her mother will go
to ttoanoke, Virginia, where
the Kentucky Little Miss - 1976
will compete for the title of
National Little Miss- 1976. The
National pageant will be held
June 24-27, 1076. Expenses for
lodging and meals of the
contestant and the mother are
being paid for by the Tau Phi
Lambda sorority.
A limited number of ap-
plicants will be taken for the
pageant, so don't delay in
getting your applications and
registration fees in. If
problems arise in getting the
Photographs, time can be
granted to get them.
Parents wishing more in-
formation concerning the
Kentucky Little Miss Pageant
may contact Mrs. Donna
Johnson at (502) 753-5699 or
1502) 7534786, or Mrs. Dinah
Westernian at (502) 753-8583.
Information may also be
obtained by writing the





Ete Ward, Directer of
Need Line in Murray.
discussed the services of the
organization with members of
the Quota Club at its recent
meeting.
Mrs. Ward tOid at the many
and varied services directed
toward any person in trouble
or who requests
the
services' are. the contents of
any call or request for service
Is not revealed to any person
other than the person directly
invsi the agency ØVk
the assistance.
Any person who &aims to
utilize the service is urged to
call to talk about problems
and work out and plan
solutions. To take advantage
of the ?hied Line services, one
sung* 1t1 dial N-B-E-D on
pirerig: also answeredtheir
questions from members of
the Murray Quota Club.
Handymen Busy
More than half of all home
remodeling dollars were spent
by do-n-yeerseifers in the past







Baby Boy Bury ( mother
Paula), Rt. 8, Murray.
DISMISSALS
Marion C. Benefiel, Rt. 3,
Box 1117, Murray, Miss Linda
A. Williams, 502 cherry,
Murray, Mrs. Judy Lane
Black, Rt. 1, Farmington,
Ralph E. Cathey, 1802 College
Fm. Rd., Murray, Mrs. Ruth
E. Mason, 404 W. King,
Fairfield, 111., Robert' T.
Houston, Rt. 4, Box 257,
Murray, Mrs. Barbara W.
Stewart, Rt. 4, Cadiz, Ronny J.
Gardner, Rt. 8, Murray, Mrs.
Joyce A. Youngblood, New
Concord, Mrs. Josephine
Henson, Hardin, Mrs.
Imogene Belcher, Rt. 3,
Benton, Elmer Broach, P. 0.
Box 3526, Henry, Tn., John A.
Hudsonr•Rt. 1, Kirksey, Mrs.
Geneva Farris, Rt. 4, Box 560,
Murray, Mrs. Martha C.
Sloan, Rt. 2, Hazel, Grundy M.
Falwell, Rt. 4, Murray, Mrs.
Linda F. Martin, 1001 Dowan
St., Paris, Tn., Miss Mary
Murphey, 311 N. 7th.,
Mayfield, George L. Green,
Rt. 7, Murray, Mrs. Elizabeth
Rowlett, 301 N. 2nd., Murray,
Elroy Warren, Rt. 1, Hardin,
Mrs. Annie L. Hooper,
Puryear, Tn., Ciril L. Knight,
Rt. 1, Alma, Miss Maxine







Mrs. Jeanette Davis, Route
5, Mayfield, Mrs. Carolyn
Regina Davis, Route 1, Cot-
tage Grove, Tenn., Mrs. Faye
Foy, Box 33, Lynn Grove, Billy
Joe Farris, Route 1, Hardin,
Mrs. Eunice E. Morton, Rt. 1,
Hazel, Mrs. Hazel Rowena
Dunn, Rt. 7, Benton, Mrs.
Mary F. Fortes, Rt. 2, Murray,
Ray A. Powell, Rt. 1, Benton
Miss April Lynn Rowlett, Rt.
2, Buchanan, Tenn., Mrs.
Mary Elizabeth Garwood, Rt.
6, Murray, Mrs. Judith Ann
Lamb, Rt. 1, Kirksey, Miss
Latricia Ann Filbeck, Box 89,
Hazel, Mrs. Inez W. Harrison,
1317 Vine, Murray, Phillip
Johnson, 323 Richmond Hall,
Murray, Grover T. Lovett, Rt.
4, Benton, Mrs. Ola May Potts,
Rt. 1, Kirksey, Billie Williams,
514 East South, Mayfield,
Monti Dennis Linsin, Rt. 4,
Benton, Mrs. Debra Kay
Steele and Baby Boy, Rt. 2,
Calvert City, Mrs. Anna Mae
Lassiter, Rt. 5, Box 216
Murray, William Brad
Hammock, 1407 W. Main
Murray, Clyde McMullins, 110
Spruce, Murray, Mrs. Vernie
Howard, 1415 Vine St.,
Murray, Roy C. Landers, New
Concord, Mrs. Nora G.
Goodgion, 1624 Farmer,
Murray, Mrs. Lucille L.
Dillon, Rt. 1, Dover, Tenn.,
Joseph R. Lassiter, Rt. 5, Box
215 Murray, Mrs. Rubye
Humphries, 1631 Hamilton,
Murray, Mrs. Maggie E.
Williams, Rt. 2, Hazel, Orville
Anderson, 5.11 N. 6th Ext..
Murray, Mrs. Leta Taylor, 621
Broad Ext., Murray, Mrs.
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Walter L. Apperson, publisher mURRAY NEWSPAPERS, Inc. R. Gene McCutcheon, editor
Editorials and opinionated articles on Ma page are presented for
the et prieriAns a ism ferthe tree exchange el chit ere*
Utiles t• ele editor La response to editorials and
opinionated articles are encouraged
The edgers of this newspaper strongly believe that to lumt
,pinionated wholes to only those which parrallel the editorial
philosophy ot this newspaper would be a disservice to our readers,
therefore we urge readers who do not agree with an editorial stand or
the ideas presented tra an uidendual writer in a column, to respond
with their feelings en the particular issue being discussed
OPINION PAGE
Page 4— Wednesday Afternoon, March 10, 1976
Letter To The Editor
Let's Be Concerned
Dear Editor:
In this our bicentennial year, we need
to remember that our Bible had a very
important part in establishing our
American independence. The Liberty
Bell ( of which we have heard much in
celebrations) rang out a scriptural
message when it pealed forth the
tidings of American independence in
1776. The inscription on the bell is from
Leviticus 25:10, ',Proclaim Liberty
throughout all the land unto all the
inhabitants thereof."
As Woman's Christian Temperance
Union members, we are members of a
great world organization, so let us work
toward a better America, praying that
she will get back to God and be more
like the nation that our Constitution was
written for. Christians, please pray and
work. Let us study our laws, and urge
o• ur lawmen to have the laws obeyed.
Get involved by writing to our
Congressmen, giving our opinions so
they can represent us well. In this way
we can proclaim liberty throughout the
land.
Paul's warning: "Be not deceived;
evil communications corrupt good
manners," I C,or. 15:33 applies to us.
Maybe our "so-called Christian" nation
is more guilty in this area than any
other, especially as we consider the
quality of many TV programs. It is time
for us to send protests I o the networks,
and as Christians speak out against evil
things.
Why do all of the popular programs
have to show drinking as '"The Way of
Life?" This kind of influence, along
with bad language, being portrayed
daily is terrible for our children. "As
the twig is bent, so the tree is inclined."
We know this is true of children and
trees. As people put rods in ground by
the sapling, tying it to help it grow
straight, so we must try to help our
children who are being led wrongly.
Literature they read, along with what
they see and hear on TV, plays a big
part in their lives. The Bible says, "As a
man thinketh in his heart, so is he."
Are we, and are parents concerned
about the thought life of our children
and youth? It is time for us to become
involved. May God help our nation to
see as never before the importance of
cleaning up the pollution on TV and
literature as a real problem in €.-cology.
Let us be concerned enough to ask God
what we can do, then be wilLng to do
our part to rescue our children and
youth. It is our business to protect our
homes. Work and pray that our nation
not be decieved any longer by evil










(41 Column /or Readers Who Haven't Thee to
Restless the Coagressiossal Record Daily)
Why Public Works Acts
Of 1975 Was Vetoed
To the House of Representatives:
(Excerpts from the President's
message follow)
"I am returning without my approval
• H. R. 5247, the Public Works
Employment Act of 1975.
"Supporters of this bill claim that it
represents a solution to the problem of
unemployment. This is simply untrue.
"The truth is that this bill would do
little to create jobs for the unemployed.
Moreover, the bill has so many
deficiencies and undesirable provisions
that it would do more harm than good.
While it is represented as the solution to
our unemployment problems, in fact it
is little more than an election year pork
barrel. Careful examination reveals the
serious deficiencies in H.R. 5247.
"'The cost of producing jobs under
this bill would be intolerably high,
probably in excess of 625,000 per job.
"Relatively few jobs would be
created. The bill's sponsors estimate
that H.R. 5247 would create 600,000 to
800,000 new jobs. Those claims are
badly exaggerated...This bill will
create no new jobs in the immediate
future...
-This bill would create a new urban
renewal program less than two years
after the Congress replaced a nearly
identical program...
"The best and most effective way to
create new jobs is to pursue balanced
economic policies that encourage the
growth of the private sector without
risking a new round of inflation. This is
the core of my economic policy, and I
believe that the steady improvements
in the economy over the last half year
on both the unemployment and inflation
fronts bear witness to its essential
wisdom. I intend to continue this basic
approach because it is working.
"My proposed economic policies are
expected to foster the creation of 2 to 2.5
million new private sector jobs in
1976.. These will be lasting, productive
jobs, not temporary jobs payrolled by
the American taxpayer...
"I ask the Congress to act quickly on
my tax and budget proposals, which I
believe will provide the jobs for the






The House overrode the veto. The
Senate sustained the President's veto,
in effect agreeing that the bill was pure
"election year pork barrel."
The Murray Ledger & Times
The Murray Ledger S Times is
published every afternoon except Sun-
days, July 4, Christmas Day, Maw Year's
Day and Thanksgiving by Murray
Newspapers, Inc , 103 N 4th St Murray,
Ky 42071
Second Class Postage Paid at Murray,
Ky 42071
SUBSCRIPTION RATES- In areas served
by carriers, $2.25 per month, payoble in
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per year By mail to other destinations.
$30 00 per year
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United States Industrial Council
TODAY'S TOPIC: A CIVILIZED VOICE
The scholarly quarterlies published
in America have an importance that is
not indicated by their small circulation.
They are formative influences in the
development of ideas in our country. In
time, these ideas have a profound
impact on the nation's thinking and
policies.
One of the most important scholarly
journals in the United States, Modern
Age, marks its 20th anniversary with
publication of its winter number.
Modern Age is deserving of a salute
from thoughtful Americans concerned
about the values of their country and
civilization.
Dr. Russell Kirk, first editor of
Modern Age, said that one of the
principal objectives of the magazine
was "to search for means by which the
legacy of our civilization may be kept
safe." For two decades, the magazine
has retained that objective publishing
the work of writers dedicated to
maintaining a principled, ordered
society. Dr. David S. Collier, the
current editor, is doing a superb job of.
presenting writing that explains and
defends the permanent things in
life—the root values of Western
civilization.
Every thoughtful man and woman in
this country knows the extent to which
these values have been attacked and
undermined over the last 20 years. The
institution of the family is in a state of
near collapse. An ugly tide a por-
nography engulfs _countless com-
munities. The entertainment media are
full of brutalization. Patriotism has
been systematically downgraded. In
innumerable ways, license has been
substituted for liberty.
As Prof. Eliseo Vivas writes in the
current issue of Modern Age, "What is
10 Years Ago
The Murray State College Board of
Regents unanimously approved
changing the name of the school to
Murray State University at the meeting
yesterday morning.
Unoffical reports are that the
Kentucky Highway Department will
construct a bypass from Highway 121 to
U. S. Highway 641. Highway men were
in the office of the Calloway County
Court Clerk this morning checking on
the owners of the land in the area.
New officers of the Friends of the
Library Club are Mrs. James Fee, Mrs.
Alfred Wolfson, Mrs. Ray Broach, and
Mrs. Jessie Shoemaker,
Jim Neal, Ronald Pace, Paul
Ragsdale, Delmer Brewer, Hafton
Garner, Vernon Riley, Garrett
Beshear, Jim Jackson, T. C. Hargrove,
and Richard Lassiter had the top ten
scores in bowling in the Kentucky
Lake League this week.
20 Years Ago
James Moyer, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Robert E. Moyer of Murray, has won a
certificate of merit as a runnerup for a
Merit Scholarship in competition
sponsored by the National Merit
Scholarship Corporation of Evanston,
J. P. Duffy, British Consul of the St.
Louis Area, was guest speaker at the
meeting of the Murray Rotary Club.
Benton beat Almo and Heath beat
Fulton in games in the First
Regional Basketball Tournament here.
Births reported include a boy, Randy
Dale, to Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Williams,
and a girl, Lu Ann, to Mr. and Mrs. Ben
Keys Haley, both on February 24.
Showing at the Varsity Theatre is "I
Died A Thousand Times" starring Jack
Palance and Shelley Winters.
Let's Stay Well
:.: Are you prepared to cope with
accidental poisoning which
,..,,,',. might occur in your home'
-'•-... About II0 per cent of such acci-
dents take place in family resi-
dences As proof of the impor-
- lance of these occurrences, ap-
proximately 600 poison control
centers have been established
- , across the nation through the
cooperative efforts of public
health department& health pro-
. fessionals, hospitals, and volun-
tary health agencies
. In anticipation of an ernergen-
' cy related to accidental poison-
ing. record on or near your
. telephone how you can contact
.
/
.' your physician. hospital, public
health department, or poison
control center Have paper and
pencil available to make notes if
.: you receive instructions for help.
.. This will avoid confusion and
will assure that directions will be
followed
Prevention of an accidental
Accidental Poisoning
By F..1 L Blasingame, M.D
poisoning merits -high priority.
Poisonings occur more fre-
quently in the kitchen, bathroom
(usual location of the medicine
cabinet(, garage, or hobby
workshop Review each room
for such items as medicines, per-
sonal grooming products, clean-
sers, paints, plumbing supplies,
solvents, insecticides, sprays,
fuels, and fertilizers Store poten-
tially dangerous products in
hard-to-reach places -- under
lock and key if possible.
Take time to educate children
early in their lives about the
dangers of poisons Practice
household habits of safety.
Carelessness on the part of
parents encourages similar
behavior in their children
In ease an occidental poison-
ing occurs, be as calm as po
ble Try to identify the poison
and the amount and time it was
consumed. Is a bottle or package
close at hand? Does its label indi
cate content and antidote' Is
some of the poison on the sic
Urn's face or clothing? Is there
any identifiable odor. such as
gasoline, on the victim's breath?
Does the victim show signs or
symptoms of distress'
Save the evidence and seek
help by telephone or by taking
the victim for emergency care if
a place is available.
Vomiting should be induced in
most cases of poisoning Try to
make the victim vomit with your
finger or the blunt end of a spoon
in the throat if the victim has not
vomited already, is fully con-
scious, and has not swallowed a
substance such as a strong alkali
or acid It is wise to keep an
ounce of sync of ipecac in the
house to induce vomiting. Char-
coal mixtures may help lo
neutralize certain poisons.
Suggestions Try to prevent an
accidental poisoning and make
preparation ahead of time to
manage it if one occurs.
Q Mrs. E. J.wants to know
about Hailey's Disease and
whether it is a form of cancer
A: The cause of Hailey's Dis-
ease is unknown but is inherited
and consists of chronic, recur-
ring, clear blisters It is also
called chronic benign
pemphigus The disease is fairly
unusual and is not communica-
ble. It is not a form of cancer
Q Mr 1. H. is troubled with
cracking of the skin on the edges
of his heels, especially during the
winter, and asks for comment
A Such cracking is related
a lack of oil in your skin Avoid
frequent washing with soap,
which tends to dmoiv.,
your natural oil. Also, n.,,
the skin of the cracked ar.,.1
several times a dii wo h




needed at present is a small band of
men and women concerned with the
threat to our civilization and with
courage to stand up to the bah-bahing of
orthodoxy."
He adds: "What is needed, in view of
the pandemic threat to our civilization,
is a stubborn campaign in favor of
immunization against the philosophical
and socio-political threat. For this
reason the job will take time and effort
and it is not one for those easily
discouraged or who crave popular
applause. Modern Age is fully doing its
part."
Henry Regnery, the disting
publisher, has put it ano y,
saying that "what Modern filtt0
done is to demonstrate that we hive
inherited a civilization that is worth
defending and, in an age of alienation
and brainless destruction, this is an
accomplishment that is not to be taken
lightly."
Each issue of Modern Age contains
valuable insights. For example, Prof.
Stephen Tonsor, writing about the New
Consciousness notions of recent years,
warns in the winter issue that "This
shift from science and technology to
consciousness and drugs is the self-
indulgent egocentricity of the idle and
secure."
Modern Age (743 N. Wabash Ave.,
Chicago, Ill., 60611 $7) is a very serious
magazine, not light reading. It won't
become a mass circulation journal, but
it belongs in every public library in the
nation. It should be available to those
thoughtful people and students in a
community who want to explore in
depth the intellectual and moral issues
of a society based on constitutional
government, personal liberty, and
responsibility.
Reversing the socialist and
destructionist tide in our country,
which is manifested in every way from
irresponsible spending to crime and the
break-up of families, will be an enor-
mously difficult task. To accomplish
that task, the good Americans will need
sound scholars who stress principle.
The special role of Modern Age is in
providing a forum for scholars who
teach and preach about the evils of
barbarism, social destructionism, and
a regimented economy. In so doing, Dr.
Collier and his associates are per-
forming a great public service.
IlEARTLiN
HEAIIII.INE is a service for senior
citizens of all ages. Its purpose is to
answer questions and solve problem-
s—fast. If you have a question or a
problem not answered in these
columns, write HEARTLINE, 8514 N.
Main St., Dayton, Ohio 45415. Senior
'citizens will receive prompt replies.
The most useful replies will be printed
in this column.
Heartline: I have been on Medicare
for three years now, yet I am still
confused by it. I heard that you had a
book on Medicare. Can you tell me
about this book?—S.D.
Answer: Hea r t line ' s "Guide to
Medicare" is a very easy to understand
explanation of the entire Medicare
gram. This booklet is written in a
estion and answer firm. In addition
to facts on the Medicare program,
Heartline has included a section
showing some of the problem areas of
the Medicare program. You can obtain
this booklet by sending $1.50 to Hear-
tline's "Guide to Medicare,- 8514 N.
Main St., Dayton, Ohio 45415. This book
is completely guaranteed, and if you
are not satisfied you may return it
within 30 days for a full refund. Please
allow 30 days for delivery.
Heartline: I once checked to see if my
disabled child would be eligible for SSI
and was told she was not because of my
husband's income. I have since been
told that now that my daughter is 19
years old and not in school that I should
inquire again. Might she now be
eligible?—B.W.
Answer: When a blind or disabled
person reaches the age of 18 or 21, if he
or she is a student, their eligibility is
judged on their own income and
resources. You should contact your
local Social Security office again to see
if your daughter is eligible now.
Heartline: Would you explain to me
how a person who has never con-
tributed to Social Security during their
working life can receive benefits under
SSI?—R.T.
Answer: SSI is not Social Sectuity,
and it is available only to people who
are 65 or older, blind or disabled and
who have little or no income and limited
resources. Also, benefits under SSI are
paid out of general revenues and not
from the Social Security trust funds.
Heartline: My father, who is 81, lives
with my husband and me. He receives
no pension or Social Security. I think he
might be eligible for SSI but he is really
not capable of handling his own finance.
If he was eligible for SSI would I be
permitted to handle his money?—E.H.
Answer: Yes. If your father was
eligible for SSI and incapable of han-
dling his funds, you could be named
representative payee for him. Social
Security has a brochure on the
responsibilities of a representative
payee, which you may get from any
local Social Security office.
For your free leaflet, "How Heartline
,Can Help You," address a long en-
velope to yourself, put 13 cents postage
on it and enclose it in an envelope ad-
dressed to Heartline, Box 4994, Des
Moines, Iowa 50306.
For a personal reply to your
questions to Heartline, please enclose a
stamped, self-addressed envelope.
Bible Thought
Seek good, and not evil, that ye
may live: and so the Lord, the God
of hosts shall be with you. . . .
Amos 5:14.
With evil so easily found, God
wants us to seek the good. In seek-




VICTOR BORGE: I learned to play at
my mother's knee; we didn't have a
piano.
SONNY ELIOT: The main rule of
skydiving is never argue with your wife
when she's packing your chute.
PETER USTINOV: NO matter how
much a person fears the future, he
usioilly wants to be here to see it.
ZSA ZSA GABOR: Vomen should
have a big church vedding with flowers,
bridesmaids and music. After all, it's
something a girl gets to do only 5 or 6
times in her whole life.
REV IKE: I don't preach black power
because I can't spend it. If people had
enough green power, they stop fighting
about color.
Pagliars Pizza and Italian Restaurant
Italian Spaghetti
Special
With Garlic Bread and 1/2 price on





Super Special For Kids 1 /
Spaghetti and Salad /2 Price
Wednesday Night
4 to 10 p.m.
Includes as Always
FREE REFILLS
You Can't Eat This Good
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Downtown Shopping Center - Open 7 a.m. to 9 p.m. 6 Day A Week
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LOT OF HEIGHT - There's plenty of height under the basket on this rebound battle as
MayfieW's 6-6 Don Hubbard (42) and 6-4 Spencer Byrn (54) battle with Hickman County's 6-5 Tim




Ledger &Times Sports Editor
Frustration is just about the
best way to sum up the
feelings around Mayfield
today.
A young Mayfield club,
playing its best ball of the
season and riding a three-
game winning streak, came
into . the First Region Tour-
nament Tuesday night with
high hopes of winning their
first-round game for the first
time in three years.
Instead, a last-second shot
from 25 feet out on the right
corner by Joey Shelton went in
the basket then bounded out
and high into the air and the
Cardinals were left with a
defeat and only promises of
next year.
It was a classic battle. For
the fans who watched the
Murray-Lone Oak game and
then left, we can only say you
missed some super basket-
ball.
Simply beautifid. That's
about all you can say to
describe the game. There was
tough and hard-nosed hitting
under the boards, there was
soft-shooting touches and
there was just plain good ball
as there were a total of only 21
turnovers in the game, with
Mayfield committing 11 of
those.
Hickman County led from
the outset, holding a 28-22 lead
at intermission and a 43-36
cushion going into the last
period.
The Falcons led by as much





righthander Pat Darcy have
signed their 1976 contracts
with the Cincinnati Reds, who
now have 35 of 40 roster
'players in the fold.
. Players still unsigned are
'first baseman Tony Perez,
shortstop Dave Concepcion,
'outfielder George Foster and
pitchers Don Gullett and Will
McEnaney.
into the fourth frame. Then
Mayfield exploded. And by the
time a hot-shooting Joey
Shelton swished a 15-footer at
the 4:41 mark, the Cardinals
trailed just 49-45.
But four consecutive free
throws by 6-5 center Tim
Larkins temporarily halted
the Mayfield rally and put the
Falcons back on top by five.
Hickman County had a 55-50
lead but at the 1:55 mark,
sophomore Don Hubbard
crashed the offensive boards
to score on a tip and the
Falcons led by only three.
Then with 1:32 left in the
game, Spencer Byrn scored on
a layup and Mayfield was
down just 55-54.
Hickman County had the
ball and was working for a
good percentage shot when
suddenly, guard Roth Stratton
sprang out from nowhere and
picked off a pass.
Mayfield called time with 51.
seconds left. Then with 28
seconds left in the game, 6-7
freshman David Youngblood
scored from five feet and
Mayfield had its first lead of
the game at 56-55.
Then Larkins, who had
already scored 30 points in the
game, ended it all as he put in
MISS YOUR PAPER?
Sal:scribers was base NM
roeonrod *air bosneddivonal
copy of Tbo Kerrey Istiger &
Times by 5:30 p.
Friday or by 3:30 p. a. on
Soterdirys urged to all
753-1416 botessoa 5:311 p. a.
sod 6 p. a., floaday-friday,
or 330 p. as. aisil 4 p. a.
Saturdays, to hour* dolvary
of Moo aowspapor. Calls mast
be *sod by Op. a. soak-
days or 4 p. a. laterdays
gamalsOtat
his 32nd point with a 10-footer
from the left side with six
seconds left.
Believe it or not, Mayfield
dribbled all the way across the
centerline ...before Galling .a
timeout with just one second
left. The ball went on the in-
bounds play to Shelton who
jacked up the 25-footer that
just missed the mark.
Shelton's 23 paced the
Cardinals' scoring attack
while Hubbard, the 6-6
sophomore forward-center,
added 13.
Mayfield closes out its
season at 15-13 while the
Falcons are now 17-9 and will
tangle with Murray High at 7









fg-fga ft-fta rb pf Op
2-7 34 4 5 7
0-1 0-0 1 1 0
2-5 2-2 1 4 6
12-18 8-11 10 3 32
6-7 0-1 5 2 12
0-1 0-1 1 1 9













fg-fga ft-fta rb pi tp
1-7 0-0 4 5 2
2-3 0-0 1 2 4
4-8 5-6 10 5 13
34 0-0 2 5 6
10-19 3-4 3 0 23
1-2 0-0 0 2 2
1-3 0-0 4 2 2
2-2 0.0 0 1 4
24-52 14-10 24 22 56
16 12 15 14- 57
11 11 14 26- 56
TWO MORE FOR THE SKATE — Raymond "The Skate" Sims
goes in to score two of his game-high 25 points es Jimmy
Houser (21) end Dwayne Montgomery (25) of lone Oak
Mimed.
ST RU CT 0













Fine quality-chromed finish; ash handles.
Transplanter—narrow blade. 0304/T6C21 .1111C
Repdar Trowel—wide blade. 030.7/TGC20
Digging Fact —3 flat tines. 0306/T6C23.. SIC
Cultivator —curved prongs 5305 fTGC22
SHOWERHEAD 9•
Oval-stumed spay petters cows the
at no round shower can. Moats
needle elm soft rinse. 11121/1311G..
PULSATING BODYSNAPER....111.
As above . ..staisaniesipi
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Maior League Baseball Players Eligible
To Receive Their Unemployment Benefits
By HAL BOCK
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK (AP) - Can
you imagine Johnny Bench,
Fran Tarkenton, Bobby Orr
and Rick Barry standing in
line, waiting for their
unemployment paychecks?
Don't laugh: it's possible.
Because most of them are




according to an official of the
Department of Labor.
Robert Seebol, associate
regional administrator of the
employment training ad-
ministration, said that a
player's income during the
period he is paid by his team
would not enter into the
question of his eligibility for
unemployment benefits.
Several Milwaukee Brewers
players have been receiving
benefits, according to Bud
Selig, presn.k 1 he baseball
,earn
"Normally, yes, they would
be eligible," said Seebol.
"High earnings would not bar
them from receiving benefits
during the period when they
are not employed."
The key to the whole matter
is the period of paydays for
pro athletes.
Most baseball players
normally are paid twice a
month starting from April 15
and rim .hrough the end of
he season. 'fhey are not paid
in he off-season. The same is
true for football players, most
of whom are paid over the 14-
week schedule of the regular
season from September until
December. Almost all hockey
and basketball players also
receive their salaries twice a
month during the season.
There are; of course,
exceptions. Some players
choose to be paid on a 12-
month basis to assure regular
income all year long. They
would not be eligible for
unemployment benefits. But
technically, said Seebol, when
athletes are not receiving
paychecks from their clubs,
they are unemployed.
"Each case is taken in-
dividually," the Labor
Department official said.
'-'The claims examiner would
look at the applicant's over-all
salary: He would have to be
available for suitable work
and if lie was not looking for
work, they'd probably give
him a hard time,"
MURRAY HOME & AUTO STORE
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Prevents brown spots on
clothing, ends clogging
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RIGHT PUCE — Dwayne Allestgemery (25) of Lew Oak lest bemused to be in the right place
to get this defensive rebo. Had the hall net went as far away frees the basket as it did, An-
drea Perry (24) of the Tigers week have probably got the rebound. Leaping up with Montgomery
is Raymond Sims (10) of the Tigers.
(Staff Hawes by Mike kmalim)
ALMOST — Brett Harcourt (11) ef the Tigers all brit had twe peints ea this feetbreoli but Jim-
my Houser (21) of Lone Oak came out of nowhere to slap the bell rimy and break up the play.
Houser, with his hands starting to go up in the air, celebretes his move.
Matt Pimates by Ma Inwilee)
Warriors Come From 20 Down
To Edge By Pistons 112-108
By ALEX SACHARE
AP Sports Writer
Al Attles is a believer.
"If you believe in a game
like this, you can believe in
almost anything," the Golden
State Warriors coach said
after watching his team erase
a 20-point deficit in the third
period and beat the Detroit
Pistons 112-108 Tuesday night
— and at Detroit, no less.
Why did the defending
National Basketball
A iation champions fall
behind?
"We haven't been playing
very good defense —
especially in the first parts of
games — over the last week or
so," At ties said. So early in the
third quarter, they found
themselves down 66-46.
Down, but not out. With Rick
Barry scoring 25 points the
rest of the way and Phil Smith
23, the Warriors roared back
to outscore the Pistons 62-31,
overtake them early in the
fourth quarter and then lead
by as much as 11 before
Detroit made it close at the
end.
Barry finished with 39 points
and Smith 35.
Ellsewhere in the NBA, it
was New Orleans 117, Boston
99; New York 101, Los Angeles
96, and Chicago 102, Seattle
101.
The victory, coupled with
losses by Los Angeles and
Seattle, reduced Golden
State's magic number for
clinching the Pacific Division
title to two. The Pistons, losing
for the fifth time in six
outings, are now just one-half
game ahead of Kansas City in
the battle for second place in
the Midwest Division — and a
playoff berth.
Bob Lanier scored 30 for
Detroit and Curtis Rowe 23.
Knicks 101, Leiters 96
The Knicks, without injured
stars Walt Frazier and
Spencer Haywood, held Los
Angeles to just four points in
more than six minutes of the
fourth period, turning a 78-74
deficit into a 90-82 lead.
Six Knicks scored in double
figures, led by Neal Walk with
18. Kareem Abdul-Jabbar
scored 26 and Lucius Allen 22
for the takers.
Jazz 117, Celtics 90
Pete Maravich scored 21 of
his 37 points in the second half
as New Orleans overcame an
11-point third-period deficit,
then put Boston away with 12
straight points early in the
fourth quarter.
Dave Omens led the Celtics
with 29 points, although he
fouled out with 5:05 to play.
Bulls 102, Soaks 101
Chicago Coach Dick Motta
called his team's win "a minor
miracle."
The Bulls scored the game's
last eight points, winning on
Jack Mann's long jumper
with four seconds left. They
were trailing by 11 with less
than five minutes remaining
and by 101-94 with 1:31 left, but
baskets by Nor Van Lier and
Bob Love and a Mann Up-in





By The Associated Press
MIDWEST




Ala-Hun sville 94, Pikeville 84
Cent Washington 75, Briar
Cliff 72
Edinboro St IS, Gustavus
Adolphus 73
Grand Canyon 57, Central S.
Ohio 52
Mende, son 5, 80, Bethany
Nazarene 67
Maryntount 93, E Montana 67
Newberry 89, Lint told 86
Wls-Parkside 74, Franklin 61
Murray To Meet Hickman County In Semifinals
Frank Keys Tigers To
Victory Over Lone Oak
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
David Frank is a pretty
special kind of guy. It's a
blasted good thing he is.
The 6-4 senior forward of the
Murray High Tigers lost his
starting job earlier in the year
and has been relegated to
limited playing time off the
bench.
And when most people in
that situation would have
probably just given up and
quit long ago, David Frank
stuck right in there more
determined than ever.
Frank got his chance
Tuesday night. And as a
result, the Murray High
Tigers defeated Lone Oak 69-
58 in the opening game of the
First Region Tournament
witnessed by 6,500 fans in the
MSU Sports Arena.
Frank scored seven points,
two of which turned the tide
for the Tigers, grabbed three
rebounds and played out-
Regional Scores
First Round Play
By The Associated Press
1st at Murray Stets
Murray 69 Lon* Oak MI
Hickman County Si Mayfield
56
7th at Jeff. Trinity
Jeff. Trinity 65 Jeff. Jotter-
sontown 44
7th at Jeff. Ballard
Jeff. Ballard 102 Lou. Athens
90
7th at Lou. Male
Lou. Male 86 Jeff. Eastern 71
7th at Jeff. Moore
Lou. Seneca 93 Jeff Moore 81
Ilth at Henry County
BullItt Central 85 Owen Coun-
ty 63
5
4Carroll County 57 Eminence
13th at Union College
Middlesboro 56 Everts 46
Clay County 66 Corbin 5.4
Tuesday's Girls Regional Tour-
neys
First Round Play
By The Associated Press
2nd at Hopkinsville
Christian County 65 Critten-
den County 48
Madisonville 99 Union County
67
3rd at McLean County
Hancock Coun•y 55 Central
City 31
McLean County 57 Ohio Coun
tip, 51
4th at Bowling Green
Semifinal
Allen County Scottsville 59
Bowling Green AO
Semifinal
Barren County 65 Cumber-
land 57
5th at LaRue County
West Hardin 63 Camp-
bellsville 35
Nelson County 46 Hart County
42
Bardstown Bethlehem 55 Cav
erna 24
6th at Jeff. Doss
Jeff Doss 42 Jeff. Thomas
Jefferson 39
Jeff. Bu•ler 61 Lou. Central
34
Hit at Campbell County
Bellevue 65 Campbell County
48
Covington Holy Cross 54 Si
mon Kenton 36
lath at Clark County
Bath County 54 Harrison
County 45
Mason County 45 Pendleton
County 33
11th at Franklin County




12th at Wayne County
Laurel County 78 Danville 13
Russell County 37 Wayne
County 36
14111 at Hazard
Powell County 44 Knott Court
ty Central 40
Jenkins 81 Hazard 53
15th at Johnson Central
Johnson Central 55 Millard




Three games were played
over the weekend in the
Murray Soccer Association.
In the first game, the Chiefs
edged the Flames 5-4. Ann
Harcourt had two goals for the
winners while Kelly Crawford,
Sidney Rankin and Jill
Humphreys each scored once.
For the Flames, Carolina
Schoenfeldt scored all four
goals.
The second game found the
Cosmos defeating the Stars 6-
1. Connie Spann scored four
goals for the Cosmos while
Kim Hatcher and Angela
Usher each had one. For the
Stars, Vonrui Pritchett had the
lone score.
In the final game, the Red
Wings defeated the Flyers 6-1
Laurie Wynn had three goals
for the winners while Lynette
Priest had two and Laura
Montgomery one. For the
Flyers, Laurie Manning had
the only goal.
standing defensive ball...all
that in just the final quarter.
"Every tune he's played for
us, he's made a contribution,"
Murray Coach Cary Miller
said.
"I've told him all year that
if he'd just stick with it, his
chance would come. We knew
he could and he knew he could.
His play was definitely the key
for our win," Miller added.
It seems that in every game
in the past few weeks,
someone has stepped up and
carried the ballclub. In the
District Tournament, it was 6-
4 junior Andrea Perry who
came to the rescue. Tuesday it
was Frank and 5-10 junior
guard Raymond Sims who
supplied the punch.
Murray led 32-30 at in-
termission but fell behind
midway through the third
Period.
Then Sims got hot. The little
guard banged in four con-
secutive long range bombs,
his last coming at the 1:40
mark of the third period to
give the Tigers a 43-39 lead.
And with the momentum,
the Tigers pushed the lead out
to 48-41 going into the last
eight minutes of the final
quarter where anything can
happen.
Frank gave Murray its first
10-point lead at the 3:32 mark
of the final quarter as he hit a
10-footer to put the Tigers up
60-50. Two minutes later and
Murray led only 62-56.
But Frank hit a five-footer
from the left corner on an
assist from Sims then senior
center Bob Wilder came back
and scored on a tip and the
Tigers again led by 10 and it
was all over.
Sims finished with a game-
high 25 points on nine of 17
shooting from the field while
Perry, playing only the first
half, added 10 points and had
five rebounds.
One of the other major keys
in the game for Murray High
was the play of 6-0 junior jack-
in-the-box Lindsey Hudspeth.
Hudspeth, who can take two
steps and a leap and be three
feet above the cow that
jumped over the moon,
finished with 16 rebounds and
nine points.
Wilder, who scored eight
points, had seven rebounds
and played a stellar defensive
game.
"Lone Oak is a well-coached
,club. They never did quit.
They just kept charging back
at us," Miller said.
Purple Flash Coach Albert
Norris said his club played
"about as well as we can
play."
Lone Oak ends its season
with a 12-13 mark while the
Tigers go to 17-5, having won
15 of their last 16 games and
nine in a row.
The Tigers will meet Hick-
man County in the semifinals






















fe-fga ft-fta rb pf
3-12 7-10 4 13
0-0 2-2 2 2
14 54 3 7
0.0 3-5 5 13
2-11 0-2 4 10
1-2 04 0 2
0.0 0-2 0 0
14 34 1 11
19-17 20.30 22 19 31
*NM Mei
fg4ga ft4ti rb pltp
1-2 04 • 1 2
4-10 1-3 IS 3
34 24 7 4 8
9-17 7-8 1 3 25
1-4 0-0 1 1 2
3-4 0-0 0 3 6
2-4 6-9 5 2 10
3-4 1-2 3 1 7
26-66 17-27 37 21 69
13 17 II 17-3e
14 16 le 21-1111
AUTO SERVICE










• Complete analysis and align-
ment correction - to increase tire
mileage and improve steering
safety • Precision equipment,
used by experienced mechanics,
helps ensure a precision align-
ment.
Lube, Oil & Filter
88
• Complete chassis lubrication, oil
change and filter
• Helps ensure long wearing parts
& smooth, quiet performance
368.,8„. ,,IdfaorSo$ciyisir omit
$4 less for cars with
Electronic Ignition
• Our mechanics electronically
fine-tune your engine • New
points, plugs & condenser • Test
charging/ starting systems, adjust
carburetor • Helps maintain a
smooth running engine • Includes
Dation, Toyota, VW & light
trucks.
• Please phone for appointment






2-Wheel Front Disc: Install new front
disc brake pads • Repack and inspect
front wheel bearings • Inspect hy-
draulic system and rotors (does not in-
clude rear wheels)
OR
4-Wheel Drum-Type: Install new brake
linings all four wheels • Repack front
wheel bearings • Inspect brake hy-
draulic system, add fluid.
The Goodyear Promise:
1 we do professional work 2. We do only the work you authorize
3. We return worn-out parts
Everyday Low Prices
on Polyester Cord Tires
Built with polyester cord that's tempered in an exclu-
sive process for optimum strength and resilience. The
rib tread is well grooved, providing plenty of traction
edges for decisive grip. In every detail, this tire gives
you honest quality, at a price that's in step with the
time.
818.13 ,23 ONE PRICE
blackwalt, iVIY SIZE
with LISTED




Plus $1.82 to $2.65 F IT., depending on she. Whitewalls Mit $3 sets.
Listed sizes St models at Dart, Falcon, Vep, Mustang,
Camaro, Chevrolet, CherM, Cougar, Ford, Century, Cutlass,
Buick, Grand Prix, Olde, American Motors, Bodes and Ohara
721 S. 12th St.
Murray, Ky.
753-0595
8 Ways to Buy
• Cask • Ceaayear levitate( Charge
• Our Owl Certesser Credit Mae
• Master Charge • taeL4werkard
• Americas firms Money Card
• Caste Shucks • Blurs CM
GOODYEAR SERVICE STORES
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AP) — The University of
Minnesota's basketball
program faces two years of
stiff penalties — and three
years of probation — for
violating National Collegiate
Athletic Association (NCAA)
rules from 1971 to 1975.
But former Minnesota
Coach Bill Mos.selman, under
whose reign the violations
occurred, said there were "a
lot of things where I don't even
know what they're talking
about."
According to sanctions
announced Tuesday night by
the NCAA's Committee on
Infractions, Minnesota will be
allowed to give only three
basketball scholarships the
next two years, compared
with the normal six per year.
The Big Ten school also may
not play in posLseason tour-
naments for two years and
may not appear in televised
games controlled by the
NCAA.
The school will be on
probation for three years and
the NCAA will review the
institution's athletic policies




saying they would give their
views at an 8:30 a.m., CST,
news conference today.
Musselman left the
university last summer, right
after it was announced the
NCAA was investigating the
basketball program. He
coached the nowdefunct San
Diego Sails of the American
Basketball Association, and
coached the ABA's Virginia
franchise for a short time. He
no longer has a coaching job,
but has said he would like to
coach a pro basketball team in
the Minneapolis-St. Paul area
if one can be started.
Virtually all the 127




"They say a lot of things are
Nuggets Mop Up Nets
To Pad Division Lead
DENVER (AP) — Denver
Coach Larry Brown thought
the game turned out all right,
even if his Nuggets "were
really only playing with four
men" against the New York
Nets' usual complement of
five.
Our offense had Bobby
Jones too far away," Brown
said after Denver defeated the
second-place New Yorkers
128-112 and widened its
American Basketball
Association league lead to 81̂ 2
games Tuesday night.
"We were really only
playing with four men. I think
that was my fault."
Jones, averaging better
than 15 points a game for
Denver this season, maiusged
only seven. But reserve for-
ward Gus Gerard more than
made up the slack.
Gerard, averaging only 10
points a game, came up with
27 against the Nets, including
four near the end of the first
period when it looked like New
York had the game going its
way.
With his team trailing by 10
points, Gerard sank a three-
pointer and made good on a
foul shot he was awarded on
the play to cut the margin to
six a he end of the quarter.
Denver resumed where
Gerard left off after the
opening tip of the second
period, taking the lead for
good midway through the
quarter.
In the only other ABA game
Tuesday night, the Kentucky
Colonels routed the Virginia
BEGLEY'S (.1/
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arranged through the head
coach," Musselman said by
telephone from his San Diego
home. "A lot of those things
were never arranged through
me. They ( the NCAA) think I
had knowledge of them. A lot
of things I can't even place.
I'm not going to comment on
something like that."
..'
Free Agent Ruling Upheld By Court
ST. LOUIS (AP) — The
authority of a baseball ar-
bitrator to grant free-agent
status to pitchers Andy
Messsersmith and Dave
, McNally has been upheld by a
federal appeals court panel.
But, in handing down its
decision Tuesday, the three-
judge panel emphasized that
some form of a reserve
system is needed if the in-
tegrity of the game is to be
preserved..
"The disagreement lies over
the degree of control
necessary if these goals are to
be achieved," said Judge
Gerald W. Heaney, who wrote
the decision on club ownership
of player contracts for an 8th
U. S. Circuit Court panel.
"Certainly, the parties are
in a better position to
negotiate their differences
than to have them decided by
a series of arbitrations and
court decisions," Heaney
added.
Major league owners, in
disputing a finding last
December by arbitrator Peter
Seitz in favor of Messersmith
and McNally, filed suit to
invalidate the action in U. S.
District Court at Kansas City.
After Judge John W. Oliver
upheld Seitz' authority to
make such a decision,
however, the owners con-
tended he exceeded his
authority by "fundamentally
altering and destroying the
reserve system as it
historically existed ..."
"We cannot agree that the
1973 collective bargaining
agreement embodied an
understanding by the parties
that the reserve system
enabled a club to perpetually
control a player," Heaney
wrote in response, however.
Messersmith and McNally
are the only major league
players currently affected by,
the ruling, having played out
their options last year with the
Los Angeles Dodgers and
Montreal Expos.
But if the ruling goes un-
challenged and the reserve
clause is not revised, it would
permit payers signing 1976
contracts to play out their
options on a one year renewal
basis the next year and
become free agents in 1978.
A statement issued by
Richard M. Moss, a lawyer
representing the Major
League Players Association in
New York, expressed hope
that "this will be the end of the
matter and the owners can
now devote their time to the
negotiating table and not to
litigation."
"There has been no op-
portunity to read or evaluate
the decision," the owners, in a
statement issued by their
Players' Relations Committee
in New York, said.
"However," the statement
added, "the responsibility for
reconstruction of a workable
reserve system remains and it
is incumbent on both sides to
bargain in good faith in order
to settle the troublesome
problem that has upset the
stability of major league team
sport."
There was no immediate
indication whether the owners
would pursue their appeal via
the only avenue left open to
them, the Supreme Court.
Best Ahead
LA COSTA, Calif. (AP) —
Pancho Segura says the best
tennis years lie ahead for his
prize pupil, Jimmy Connors.
"He is not a complete player
yet," the teaching pro said in
an interview Tuesday. "He
lacks a good drop shot and a
short game. He doesn't train
like he should. He can't
overpower you from a stan-
ding position."
The 54-year-old Segura
coached Connors to Las Vegas
"challenge match" victories
over Rod Laver and John
Newcombe last year and
Manuel Orantes last week.
While awaiting the appeals
court's decision, the owners




threatening to delay the start
of the 1976 season.
World Record
MAYS LANDING, N.J.
(AP) — A college wrestler laid
claim to a world record by
doing 120 sit-ups in two
minutes Tuesday.
Louis Yanniello, 13,
surpassed the old mark in the
Gutness Book of World
Records by 13. The Atlantic
Community College freshman




John Newcombe advanced to
the second round of a World
Championship Tennis tour-




Center Dan Issel matched
Gerard's point total of 27.
Meanwhile, New York's Julius
Erving, the league's leading
scorer, ended up with 25, five
below his season's average.
Colonels 151, Squires 114
Nine of Kentucky's 10
players scored in double
figures, led by reserve Jfrn
McDaniels' 21 points, as the
Colonels butchered Virginia.
The only Kentucky player who
failed to reach double figures
was Jan van Breda Kolff, who
finished with eight points.
In addition to McDaniels,
Kentucky got double-figure
scoring from Johnny
Neumann with 20, Wil Jones
with 19, Bird Averitt with 18,
Arlis Gilmore with 16, Jimmy
Dan Connor with 13 and Ron
Thomas, Louie Dampier and
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12' z 24 Call for
free estimate
Arabes, Camels (Soy* and glailo)--Jusso
14-1111
Instruction in basic shooting technique,
experiences In target, field h‘nting and tackle
construction will be offered In this camp
Art Work ishop-41 um 20.26
This workshop will provide intensive all




This workshop is designed for high school
trainers and will cover such areas as
recognizing injuries, immediate first aid,
conditioning techniques, preventive and
protective taping techniques, proper use of
training supplies, and reconditioning of
Injured athletes
Baseball Camp—Jose 21-25
Individual and team fundamentals---hitting
bunting, base running, sliding, defensing the
bunt, cutoffs, and relays—will be stressed in
this camp
Basketball Camp (Boya)—June 20-26
Individual techniques, team fundamentals,
offense and defense, strategy, and actual
game play will be offered under varsity
coaches. There will be guest appearances by
outstanding college and professional
basketball players
Basketball Camp (Cside)—Juse 13-19
Fundamental offensive and defensive player
techniques and team strategy, with films
video tape, and competition will be offered in
this camp
Cala/avast Cavalcade—Judy 5-9
The nationally known Caaavant Cavalcade
of Performance Workshops will be offered at




Summer Youth Program '76




The Murray State University Summer Youth
Program '76 is designed for junior high
school and senior high school students
For information and a brochure on any of
these fun filled programs, fill out and return
the attached reply form or write Summer
Youth Program '76, Center for Continuing















Three days—July 5 7
College Preparation Workshop—July
12-16
The Murray State University Learning
Center will present an information-packed
program which will include study techniques,
effective reading and writing skills,
Introduction to college life, library skills, arid
recreation in this workshop
Environmental Science Workshops
Masi mid His Environment-41'1y 4-
10; July 11.17
Two programs of one week, field -
oriented educational experience designed
for gifted science students dealing with




A one-week field and classroom
experience concerned with usage of natural
resources and the maintenance of
environmental quality
Exploring Industry: Hobbies to
Careers-4 lose 14-10; June 21-25
An exploratory look at the materials and
processes used by industry for manufacturing
various products with an emphasis on student




offensive strategy, receiving, blocking,
kicking, tackling, pass defense, running,
weight training—will be covered in this
camp
Health Careers Workshop
Junior high only—July 5-16
Senior high only—July 19-30
Health career possibilities in medicine,
dentistry, nursing, pharmacy, physical
therapy, dietetics, Inhalation therapy,
environmental sanitation, health education,
medical technology, and speech and hearing
will be covered in this workshop
High School Speech Institute—July
11-24
A two division institute covering both
forensics and interpretation, Forensics
includes beginning and advanced debate as
well as extempore speaking. Interpretative
division includes interpretation of prose,
poetry, and drama. No previous experience is
necessary
Monism an eh ip--Jime 14-15; June 25-
July 2; July 12-16; July 19-23
This workshop includes instruction in
procedural equitation, handling and care of
the horse
NRA Safety—June 11-15. (two hours
per sight, drive in): Jahr 20-30. (two
hours per night. drive ha)
A ten-hour National Rifle Association
(NRA) course covering: hunter ethics,
conservation, responsibility, guns and
ammunition, proper gun handling in field and
home, first aid and basic marksmanship
Outdoor Adventure—June 6-11
A week in the outdoors in the Land
Between the Lakes, a national recreational
area The program will include such activities
as backpacking. small craft "seamanship,"
camping skills, and nature interpretation.
O Archery Camp (Boys and girls)
O Art Workshoe
O Athletic Trainers Workshop
O Baseball Camp
O Basketball Camp (Boys)





O Find Conductor-Drum Major
O Flag Corot
O Rifle Squad
O College Preparation Workshop
Environmental Science Workshops
O Mao and His Environment
(:) Natural Resources Management
O Expiortog Industry
O Football Camp
O Health Careers Workshop









Each student will receive Individual
attention and instruction to help develop
creative talents and Information on how best
to submit work for publication
Student Leadership Workshop
—July 25-30
This workshop Is designed to tap and
develop the leadership potential in each
participant. The week on the MS/1 campus Is
designed to cover such areas as the
importance of student organizations,
Instruction In public speaking, parliamentary
procedure, planning, budgeting, evaluation,
and student faculty relations.
Tennis Camp—slums 111-July 3; July
12-24
Individual instruction will be offered In
forehand, backhand, serve, volley, smash, lob,
dropshot—with singles and doubles strategy
Track and Field Camp (Boys end girls)
Junior high enip—Juee 14-15
Sealer high only—July 5-9
Introduction to track and field with films,
weight training, video replay, competition,
individual event instruction will be offered in
this camp
Turning on to Life—June 21-25
This workshop Is for the student who wants
to better understand himself, learn how to
make decisions, set priorities and establish
life goals. Each individual will be an active
participant in a group which focuses on
human potential, value clarification and life
planning.
Wrestling Cap—.June 27-July 2
Wrestling instruction and training
including diet, conditioning, skills, escapes,
counteractions, takedowns, holds, and
strategy will be covered in this camp
O Shagbark Summer '76
O Student Leadership Workshop
O Tennis Camp
• Track and Field Camp (Boys" and girls)




Mail to Summer Youth Program '76, Cantor for Continuing Education Murray State Universtty,
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REST CHEERLEADERS — The Calloway County High Scheel varsity cheerienders won the District
competition last weekend at Murray State University. Ms week, the taker diwienders will he
in the Regional competition and the winner will be Oleg to freedom Hall for the state com-
petition later this month.
Calloway Cheerleaders
Win District -Honors
The Calloway High varsity
cheerleaders placed first in
the cheerleading competition





Kathie Broach and Peggy
Rogei s, senior co-captains;
Linda McCuiston, Renee
Tobey, and Terri Morris,
juniors; and LaDon Graham,
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"The pep, enthusiasm, and
sportsmanship category is one
which counts very much,"
commented Mrs. Sue Outland,
Calloway cheerleading
sponsor. "The cheerleaders
need student body support to
really excel in this area, and
our girls really had student
body support during the
competition."
The cheerleaders were
judged in the following
categories: appearance,
gymnastic cheers, plain
cheers, and porn-porn routine.
Pep, enthusiasm, and spor-
tsmanship make up the other
category.
"These girls really work,"
coitinued Mrs. Outland.
"Toey practice two afternoons
a la .*k and sometimes at
night. This is in addition to
leading "beers at three or four
ballgames a week. When you
take in consideration that
about half of these games are
away, you can readily see the
number of hours involved in
cheerleading."
This is not the first win this
school year for the Calloway
girls; they placed first in over-
all competition at the National
Cheerleader Association
Summer Camp held at
University of Tennessee last
summer. They also won four
superior ribbons and the Spirit
Spark Plug Award, which is




Judges for the DistrIct
competition were two former
cheerleaders from tlarkscn,
Kentucky. To qualify as a
judge for these competitions,
the judges are required to









Hazel, Ky. Phone 492-9782
First Delivered In
Calloway County
new, For the Houston Brothers
Purchase Equipment Co
Hwy. 941. Ili Phone 753-2215
Baseball Owners And Players
Now. Further Apart Than Ever
By BRUCE LOWITT
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK ( AP) —
Representatives of major
league baseball's players and
club owners, apparently
further apart than they've
ever been in their current
complex contract negotiating
sessions, meet again Thur-
sday in Tampa, Fla., with the
first order of business lb heal
-the wounds of Tuesday's
meeting.
The owners took salvos from.
two different directions
Tuesday. On one hand, Marvin
Miller, the executive director
of the players association,
leveled a blast at them, ac-
cusing them of issuing
misinformation and trying to
divide the players.
But the biggest blast of the
day came from the relative
calm of a courtroom in St.
Louis where a three-judge
Appeals Court ruled
unanimously against the
owners and affirmed the
decision of arbitrator Peter
Seitz, who granted free-agent
status to pitchers Andy
Messersmith and Dave
McNally.
It effects only the two pit-
chers this year—but if the
decision stands and no
compromise between the
players' union and owners is
forthcoming, it could mean
every player without a multi-
year contract could be a free
agent by the start of the 1.978
season.
It was the second court
setback for the owners. They
have only one more ap-
peal—the U.S. Supreme Court.
The players' 21 player
representatives, two league
representatives, plus Miller
and players union counsel
Dick Moss will be holding an
executive board meeting
Thursday in Tampa.
They invited the 24 owners
to attend, but the invitation
was accepted instead by the
owners' Player Relations
Committee and John Gaherin,
its chief negotiator.
The next official bargaining
session is set for Friday in St.
Petersburg, Fla.
Tuesday's three-hour
session, the 26th thus far,
ended in acrimony with Miller
charging the owners with
"negotiating over our heads ...
Their public relations cam-
paign creates a lot of
problems. We have to spend a
lot of time correcting the
misinformation that the
owners put out."
Miller said he had un-
covered an attempt by one
club — he declined to identify
it — to put out a phony survey
of its players. He said the
players were asked one
question, then the players'
answer to a different question
was placed on a telegram.
Miller also said the recent
public statements of several
players was proof that the
owners were conducting a
"campaign of misin-
formation. We can't spend our
time continually putting out
the fires ... I'm not com-
plaining. I'm merely ex-
plaining the results of their
action."
Miller said a major problem
remaining was the owners'
insistence that he retroac-
tively strip his players of their
rights won in the Seitz decision
and now upheld by two federal
courts.
The owners insist any basic
agreement would retroac-
tively cancel out the Seitz
decision, which allows every
player with a 1976 individual
contract to become a free
agent in 1977 if he doesn't sign
for 1976 and in 1978 if he does
sign in 1976 but refuses to sign
for 1977.
Miller says taking away the
players' free agent rights
would open the union to
potential damage suits. Two of
his suggestions to end the
retroactivity problem, he
said, were again rejected by
the owners.
In one, he would try to get as
many players as he could to
sign waivers of their rights
won in the Seitz decision.
Meanwhile, the players and
owners would arrive at a
collectively bargained change
in the reserve system and a
new collective agreement.
The owners would decide on
what they consider a non-
tolerable number of non-
waiver players, then match
that figure against Miller's
number of waivers. "If te
non-waivers are under
tolerable figure, we'd hay...an
agreement," Miller said. "if
not, all bets are off."
The second suggestion
would be for Miller to get
permission from his executive
board to allow teams to ap-
proach players individually
about inserting special
covenants in their contracts.
In those covenants, a player.
could promise not to play out
his option for an individually
agreed-upon number of years,
In the meantime, while
appeals and negotiations go
on, spring training camps
remain closed on the owners'
orders, exhibition games are
being canceled and the start of
the 1976 season is being
threatened.
Judging Camp.
Calloway and Murray High
will be in the regional com-
petition Saturday, Match 13,
at Calloway County High
School. Only the first place
winner of the region will
advance to the state com-
petition to be held March 20 at
Freedom Hall in Louisville.
NFL Profits
BUFFALO ( AP) — The
National Football League
Buffalo Bills sold fewer tickets
but took in more money during
the 1975 season than 1974, an
audit revealed Tuesday.
An Erie County audit of
Rich Stadium football receipts
stated that the team sold
687,271 tickets in 1975, down
from 705,201 in 1974.
A price boost averaging $1
per ticket, however, raised
gross ticket revenues from
$5.7 million in 1974 to 86.3
million last year, according to
the audit.
Hired For Another Year
PHILADELPHIA ( AP) —
Don Casey's contract as
Temple University head
basketball coach has been
extended for another year,
Athletic Director Ernie Casale
announced Tuesday.
Casey just completed his
third season at Temple, which
has a 32-46 record under him.
The Owls were 9-18 this
year, finishing second to







Crawford Swil 63 33
Steely & Clark Con.  58 X
Smith Poultry 58 X
Astro Car Wash 49 47
Murray Fed. Savings & Loans 47 49
Ccrvette Lame 47 49
Compiete Auto Repair * 50
flebertaltealti„  44 52.
aseamsillir• isdiZro..   41 56
42 S4
tlasso 41 X
Auto Electric 40 56
IMO Thum Genie (SC)
Comae LOW en
Corwilelame XS
Smith Padtty & McCuhenn Ad..  564




High Team Series (SC)
Corvette Lanes  1170
Smith Poultry 1240
McCuiston Auto Electric 161111 *)
High Team Series (HC)
Srnith Poultry 
Corvette Limas 
McCabe= Auto Electric 209
IRO & Game (sc)
Samba Rineen







































Polyester double knits are
available in solid Crepes,



















Lively calico prints are










1 una Rights Reserved Acre. of Free Parking
This versatile, heavy duty
zig zag sewer comes with
a variety of attachments!
1 oz. Tube
.111111666.4.1.-
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512 So. 12th Murray, Ky.
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CARROTS 1 lb. 15'
Indian River Pink
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MIAMI (AP) — President
Ford has run his early
primary election record to
four-for-four with triumph in
Florida, and he is in clear
command of his Republican
contest with Ronald Reagan
as the focus shifts to Illinois.
Jimmy Carter, meanwhile,
swept past George Wallace in
Democratic balloting Tuesday
in the state once claimed by
the Alabama governor. It was
their first head-to-head
primary clash in the South —
though Wallace was quick to
label Florida "cosmopolitan"
— "not exactly a so-called
Southern state."
. Even thougil the President
and Carter emerged clearly
ahead, it was — as usual
hard to find a candidate who
interpreted his share of the
vote as a losing one.








Leak in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 30) TA
Don't mix business with
pleasure to the detriment of
- either — or both. In discussions,
listen BEFORE you speak. A
day for caution.
TAURUS
(Apr. 21 to May 21) tiGlir
There will be many avenues
to success open now. With
- diligence and good judgment,
you should be able to rack up
gratifying results and build an
. even firmer foundation for
future gains.
GEMINI
(May 22 to June 21) /Me.
You will have less opposition
in certain areas than you ex.
• pert. Take the bit by the teeth:
7 put beliefs, intuitive ideas
actively to wort.
▪ CANCER
• June 22 to July 73) 400
Stellar influences indicate
that this is a time to step up
efforts. Mix with those who
encourage your desire to
achieve.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23)444a
Readiness to adapt to duties
and those "extras" which do not
please but MUST be handled
- will be the key to day's
progress. Marshal your fine
forces early.
VIRGO
( Aug. 24 to Sept_ 23) Noll
Job and business matters
should gain momentum, but be
careful to avoid losses through
haste, illogical thinking. Some
- "super" hours in which to
advance.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) ars
Be careful in whom you
confide and respect confidences




(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) nVelV•
Brace yourself for some
opposition now. If you are
prepared, you can cope with it
7 more easily.
- SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
A good work day if you keep
up to snuff, well organised,
reasonably systematic, yet with
mind flexible enough to accept
new and progressive methods
• and ideas.
CAPRICORN
( Dec. 72 to Jan. 20) xi a
- Judgment should be more
• accurate now than it has been
. for the past couple of days. A
good day for making long-range
. plans, making important
decisions.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Inner excitement and over-
optimism could send you off the
sound path, in both thought and
action. Make a special effort to
maintain composure.
PISCES
1Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
You could overstep limits now
if too strong a desire for a
+•*,, certain attainment causes you
to strive and press beyond yhat
s's, is wise under present cit.-
• cumstances.
YOU BORN TODAY are
' endowed with a fine mind, a
great appreciation of learning
and a keen sense of
discrimination. You have lofty
ambitions — which you CAN
. attain, no matter how humble
your beginnings. Highly gifted,
you could succeed as a writer,
artist, musician or scientist. An
. amiable and genial friend, you
4- are also extramsly sympathetic
• to the unforhasate and will44.
spare no effort to help them. In
-' fact, it has been said that
Pisceans are the tree
• humardtarians at this world.
!„. Birthdate of: Lawrence Welk,
musical director.
former California governor's
campaign had claimed a 2-1
advantage over the President
six weeks ago — with 53 per
cent of the vote. The President
picked up 43 GOP delegates to
the party's national con-
vention, Reagan 23.
Carter got 34 per cent of the
vote in the Democratic race to
knock off Wallace, a big
winner in Florida in 1972 with
a 42 per cent plurality. The
Alabama governor got 31 per
cent this lime.
Sen. Henry Jackson of
Washington ran third with 24
per cent of the total vote cast.
Triumph gave Carter 34 of
the state's 81 Democratic
delegates, Wallace 26 and
Jackson 21.
The final Republican vote
was 318,844 for Ford, 282,618
- NM ..., .... V' -...
V.I. Milli 
I 111 • Ill
I III • • II H
• • • •
• • •
• • • •
II • • 
•••••1
• • • III • • • • • • • I • • A•••••_•,....._•••ig_s_m_OLIN_III__IP
• • P"'
III r
1 IL17(.17.111 i J
r, soul•N a a
ii .. —
for Reagan. Among the
Democrats, Carter had 439,870
votes, Wallace 392,105 and
Jackson 306,120.
The ballot listed a dozen
Democrats, but Pennsylvania
Gov. Milton Shapp was the
only one besides the top three
to actively seek support. He
got 31,024 votes, or 2 per cent
of the total. That was slightly
more than Arizona Rep.
HIGHWAY 641---MUR Y, KY as ictured






Morris K. Udall — who didn't
campaign in the state but got
26,257
Three per cent of the voters
— 37,348 — voted no
preference.
Indiana Sen. Birch Bayh,
who announced suspension of
his campaign last week,
trailed Udall with 8,552 votes,
followed by Miami evangelist
Arthur Blessitt, 8,171; profile
Complete. . .all you
add is Line and
anchor
Stainless Steel Fittings. All Y












7,481; Sargent Shriver, the
party's vice presidential
nominee in 1972, 6,871; Sen.
Robert Byrd of West Virginia,
5,910; former Oklahoma Sen.
Fred Harris, 5,666; and Idaho
Sen. Frank Church, 5,456.
"I'm just overjoyed with the
results," the President said of
his latest victory. He didn't
mention the boasts of his
Florida campaign chieftains
— that the election had ended
the Reagan challenge.
Sixes 5-10
Not Exactly As Lllustrated
Sizes 7-12
So Rich in conditions the more you
use it the lovelier your hair looks.
"Tonight is not a night to
talk about victory, except to
thank people for the fine job
they did," Ford said in
Washington.
With primary triumphs in
New Hampshire,
Massachusetts, Vermont and
now Florida behind him, Ford
turns his attention to Illinois.
The White House said he will
travel to the state for a two-
day campaign swing before





Soft Wes fess Nses pee *No
heel ft too. Perforated fer
Nehooss.




Box of 100 Packets
Sale 69, Limit 3
Check our paint department the largest
and most complete in our entire area.
Everything at &count prices.
Outside & inside latex paint, roof
coating, enamel, caulking compound,
masking tape, sandpaper.
"I have to tell you that we
are all delighted on our side,"
Reagan said as he watched the
Florida returns from Minois.
Carter said he was
somewhat surprised by his
victory. He said he had ex-
pected only to cut into
Wallace's strong showing of
four years ago.
"Obviously, this was a
severe defeat for Gov.
Wallace. But I don't think it
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• Mounting Tape le• ii•
iiFrames U 62" - 794 Glasses iU. Tissue Box iii. CoddY - 794 "I" 21`.31`
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Gre Home Decorative owesid
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II Hook - 694 aU •
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• Soler Shield .•
• Just Arrived a
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• Side Panel Window Pin Stripping .•• •INs Mood Murals
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KitsIII Red-Black-Gold-Wbfte •
• FOr Vans •
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Crossword Puzzler
ACROSS 2 So be itl
































































18 Stop 36 Bird of hawk 44 Had on
22 Repulse
23 Norse gods 
!amity one's per-
24 Pron out 37 
Food fish um
25 High moun- 38 Ta sets 
48 Paradise
tam 401n 'tales 47
 Withered
27 Short sleep 42 Inventor of 49 Tatte
red
29 Female deer telegraph cloth
30 Fondle . 43 Arabian 50 Bespatte
r
35 longs lot seaport 53 Pr
oceed
31EalatalLilEIE"3(10311:)
Answer to Tuesday a Puzzle
r..1..7"..!
0: el mi.:tossts,
arr.!: ;rim Ir.!: 31111it
11: "'As
'ill Ulf: 41 zi
'21.a




IR WO ;O3 liII.3
FY.r!"*1 'A 31 1St f..1iJ
%Unit
MMEMAIMMAIMUM
IMMO iiiiiiiIIII:M;111.11 WAITRESS WANTED 
111111111111111i::i; 01111111111.1 
Gallimores Restaurant BIRD SOLID VINYL
Pillint:•:. 
•: ::::••••• „Jammu! tn Hazel. Call 492-9785. • SIDINGS. Never needs.- painting. Now installed




cabins, 15 miles from Call 492-8647.
Rphigiimmmilapp 
Murray, Ky. Toward
New Concord. Call 901-











Full time office girl,
Reply in writing to







already cut. Contact D.




cedar beams. 16' t 24',
long. Call 354-6392 or 753-
8560.
























IN 766 Tractor, 74;
12' Birch tfisc, 12'; IN
16" foor bottom Mew;
Fern row JD planter,
with 2 row cultivators
mid rata; two 4 row
apitivaten; Medal 60
J0 trocter; 6' bash
hog; melti-peciter, 10';





Approximately 17.000 K. ft. of
rental space available at lad
and Poplar Streets. Western
Dark Tobacco Packing Corp.,
Murray. Ky., Phone 753-3:042.
"Cleaning Is
Our Business"
Wiwi yew 11100111 stseelies,
ersepamet re service ceN
Clemens is whet we know
beef. We he.. steam cleaners
emil ether deeming impoipswerrt
for root, er if yew prefer we


















Pay 19' for iseeNottps pies
UM for the let ewe mid
receive bed nee service














now associated with Bill
Riley at the Down-




of color and materials.
Also Hurricane Straps.
Call 753-1873 after 5 p.
m. or weekends.
5 lost And Found
LOST ONE year old
female black and white,
Walker coon hound.
About 2 miles out on 121














teach night or day and
night, on Monday,
Tuesday, and 'Thursday














resume to Duncan and
Sons Enterprises, LTD.,
Route 5, Box 462,
Murray, Ky.
SOMEONE TO keep, 2
children in my home
weekdays. Own tran-
sportation. Call 753-9520.
FOR MIDNIGHT till 7
a.m. full time, apply 7-3
p.m. at Kwik Pik, five

















WILL BABY SIT after
school, and weekends.
































14 hart To Buy
GOOD USED 10" table
saw. Call 753-3672.
SMALL 111' or 8' trailer
that will do for office.
Call 753-4776 or 436-2508.
DAIRY COW, 10 young
Jerseys, Guernsey or
Ayrshire. Either
milking now or to
freshen soon. Call 472-
3572
FIREWOOD for sale by




Sofa bed, $35.00. Dinette
set, $20.00. Baby chest,
$15.00. Orange swivel
rocker, $10.00. Baby











and Service, 500 Maple
Street. New and rebuilt
vacuums. Call 753-0359.
24 Hour answering
ONE YEAR old depth and service.
fish finder, $30.00. One






valve stems, wide track
oval tires, G-60 and G-70.
$125.00. Call 435-4592.
FOR SALE cheap, 10' x
10', twelve light garage
door. See at 601 South







W CARPETS look dull
and drear, remove spots
as they appear with Blue
Lustre. Rent electric
shampooer. Big K, Bel
Air Shopping Center.
NO REGRET, the best








model 51081 - $229.95.








dollars worth of elec-
trical parts and
equipment for sale. At a
bargain you will have to
see to appreciate.
Having to rebuild shop
to make room for other
equipment, as new
management is taking
over. There is now a full
time shop man to take
care of your repair
work. Call for Bob at
Dill Electric 753-9104.
SPECIAL 60" chain link
fence with Rs" 0. D. top
rail 1%" 0. D. line post
and tie wires, $1.39 cents
per ft. Limited to
material in stock. Also
farm gates and bull
gates. Sizes 12'-16'. For
all your fencing needs




large size deep freeze,
white. Reasonable. Call
753-6905.
SAVE $90 on . pair!
Our 20 lb. load
washer has 9 wash
cycles, 5 wash-rinse
combos. Matching 6
cycle dryer has 4
temp. settings and
Wrinkle-Out. Colors






















price. $29.95. Call or
write Martha Hopper,










sale. 1966 David Brown
990 Selectamatic farm
tractor. Good condition.
Call 354-6392 or 753-8560.
TRACTOR AND
EQUIPMENT 25-20,
J.D. diesel, A-1 con-




Call 1-354-632 or 753-
8560.
CRAWLER LOADER
1970 International with 4




equipment trailer, 2 axle
with electric brakes,
easily converted to








TWO WIDE front end
Avery tractors, 1 row
with tools. Both for










motor, Mark 55, 40 h.p.,
all electric, all controls,
$150.00, or best offer.
Call 436-2494.
12 GAUGE Sears semi-
automatic shotgun with
adjustable choke and
plug, ;60.00. Call 753-
9845.
1960 MODEL JOHNSON




FOR SALE 36' STAR-
DUST houseboat.
Bought new in 1972.
Sleeps six. Two 55 h. p.
motors, fully equipped
galley, gas grill. 110-12
volt and gas light
svstem Carpeting in-
side, astro tie on deck.










wide angle lens, filter,
lens hood, NEW - ex-
cellent condition. Call
Jeff at 767-4441, all for
only $150.00.
BALDWIN PIANOS and
organs. Rent to pur-
chase plan. Lonardo
Piano Company, across
from Post Office, Parts,
Tennessee. Also The










iKelley's Termite& Pest Control
100 South 13 Street
Flees, Roach**,








spokes. Two 14 x 6, two
15 x 10. Like new. Call
753-3172, ask for Dennis.
FOR SALE 31/2 H.P. tiller.
Lawn mower, 31/2 h.p.
riding lawn mower
motor, 7 h.p. 25 pieces
tin roofing, 4' long, used.
14 pieces fiberglass
siding. Six squares of
asbestos shingles, used.
Call 492-8535.
FOR SALE good small
block Chevy engine. Call
489-2732.
CUSTOM MATTRESSM
made any size for an-
tique beds or campers.
Buy direct and save on
all mattresses,
Healthopedic or foam.
Also rebuild your old
mattress or box springs
- recover, like new.
WEST KY. MATTRESS,
1136 South 3rd, phone 1-
443-7323.
1/ Mobile Home Sales
1.975 VIKING, 12 x 70, 3
bedroom, bath and half,






call 753-8550 after 4p. m.
1973 GARRISON 12 x 52,
central heat and air, set
up and underpinned.
Call 753-6932 after 4:30
p.m. or anytime on
weekends.
1973 12 x 65, 3 bedroom,
bath and 1/2, with air
condition, completely
set up. Extra nice. A
real bargain. See at
Riviera Cts., or call 753
3280.
1374 FAMILY CIRCLE,
12 it 70 three bedroom,
1/2 bath, $500.00 down
take over payments.
Call 753-4330.
12 x 44, TWO bedroom,
gas heat. For in-
formation call 753-8218 COUNTRY HOME for





32 Apartments For Rent
NICE FURNISHED one
bedroom apartment.













ments, South 16th, Call
753-6609.
34 Houses For Rent
NICE COUNTRY home,
city water, electric,








per month. Call 489-2595.




















FAMILY OF FOUR want
to rent unfurnished 3
bedroom house. Call 753-
2650.
TWO BEDROOM HOUSE
in country, in Murray
area. Call 753-1495.
COUPLE WITH small
child wants home out-
side of city limits. Phone
436-2430 after 6 p.m.
weekdays.
2 Apartmen.s For Rent
FURNISHED APART-













ment for rent. Available
March 1. Call 753-2299.
TAKE UP payments on
25" color console T.V. J
& B Music. Call 753-7575.
SPECIAL
pv, vr fur Intelletisa phis
WIN for she it mean and
receive lad one service






12 iN MOBILE HOME.





FOR SALE AT Pine Bluff
Shores, trailer with
large living room and
bedroom attached. All
under one roof. Lot 100'
x 200'. Will finance.
Phone 753-1449 after $ p.
m.
WE BUY used mobile
homes. Top prices paid.












Call 753-0669 or 753-7575.
FURNISHED AND un-
furnished, apartments




and air condition. May
be seen at Kelly's Pest
Control, 100 South 13th.
NICE partially furnished
apt. Located at 3081/2
North 6th. $60.00 per







heat and air, patio,
$150.00.Call 753-7550
35 Farms For Rent
FARM LAND FOR rent.
45 acres of beans or
corn. 930 lbs. burley
tobacco. Call 489-2549
38 Pets Sapplle,
ARC TOY Poodle pup-
pies, one silver male,
one silver female, 1
cream male. Call 753-
9349.
SHORT HAIRED Bird
dog. With papers. Also 8




lines. Call 753-6412 or
753-0957 after 4 p.m.
41 Public Sales
FOUR PARTY garage
sale, 301 South 6th,
Thursday and Friday,
March 11 and 12. Plants,
clothes, furniture, in-
cluding a cherry chest,
treadle Singer sewing
machine, antique
dressing table, lots of
miscellaneous. In case
of rain sale postponed
until same days
following week.
YARD SALE 505 South
6th, Friday, Saturday
and Sunday. 9 a. m. ti.?
Reim or shine, antiques,
glassware, Avon, fur-
niture and old coins.
clothes, furniture, in-





set, good fishing car,
lots of miscellaneous. In
case of rain sale post-
poned until same days
following week.
BE THE first in Calloway





the tracts can be
measured in hectares
we still sell them for




505 Main St., Murray,




bedroom, 2 bath brick
veneer home on quiet
street. Home has
electric heat, formal





For appointment to see
call 753-8080 or contact
Boyd-Majors Real
Estate, 105 N. 12th.
NEW LISTINGS
THIS WEEK
thee Seers. including fret
trees, strawberry pate,
ad geese lien tie
leek at Me knescolat•
he.. located 1V2 wiles
free hike, 11.3 vies from
inert seers ad piced in
the Wt.
Nero is e practical 9-sewed
I overlooking e 14 des




Wang elk 17r4 carport
with peed Mew.
tat sessioese she este your
payinests ad let yea ewe
tits two SI brisk
deplos...liellt-les le kit•
clion.-wesber-dryer book
opo • Ades gloss doors
free brenkfee area to






Realty, 711 Main. There
is a demand for quality
homes now, so list your
home before Spring. We
have qualified buyers




knowledge and good old
fashioned personal
service go hand-in-
hand.[ PRESCRIPTIONS'HOSPITAL SUPPUES FOR RENT AND SALE









Ste 17, Friary, Merck 17
Aeseesstee, 7130
AUCTION SALE
Every Friday Night, 641
Auction House, Paris, Tenn.
This week we have sewing cabinets, piano stool,
old dinner bell, old pocket knives and razors,
jugs, churns, jars, old clock, pie safe, 22 caliber
Winchester pump rifle, other guns, odd chairs,
rockers, tables, old lamps, trundle bed, dolls,
oak kitchen cabinet refinished, ice box, bed and
dresser. square oak table and chairs, iron, glass.
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with new vinyl siding for
care free maintenance,
carpet, drapes, large
utility room, all on a 1.2
acre lot, call to see at
Moffitt Realty, 206 South
12th, 753-3597.
THIS WEEK's Special.
Just listed 5 miles from
town. 3 bedroom, 1 bath
brick. Storage building,
on 12 acres of fine flat
Land. If you want elbow
room this is the place.




located on South 12th at
Sycamore has seven
licensed and bonded
sales personnel to serve
you plus twenty years
exclusive real estate
experience. Call 753-1651
or come by our office.
We like to talk REAL
ESTATE
43 Red: E •
NICE OLDER home in




heat, 5 bedrooms, over
2,000 sq. ft. of living
area, priced to sell
$9,995. Call 753-8080 or
contact Boyd-Majors
Real Estate, 105 N. 12th.
44.tots For Sale
BEAUTIFUL WOODED
lot in Sherwood Forrest.
105' x 160'. Call after 6p.
m., 753-8058.






Call 753-0965 after 5.
FOR SALE by owner
lakefront cottage,
almost 2 acres. Phone







It's always "good morning, Sunshine" in this
bright, airy dining room! The whole house at
1627 College Farm Road is immaculate, in-
cluding the three bedrooms and large living
room with stone fireplace. Purchase price is
$30,000.00 or buy the extra lot with house for only
$32,500.00.
Traditional design with big, comfortable porch
for outdoor furniture is the house at 1714 Ryan
Avenue. Three bedrooms, one and a half baths,
carpeting, carport. Priced at only $27,000.00.
This home is "wearin' the green"! Located at
1803 Ridgewood is this neat, two bedroom brick
home on a lot 736' x 125'. Have that country living
feeling with the convenience of the city within
minutes. Only $28,000.00.
Classic conventional architecture will reflect
your individual touches with the house at 1003
Johnny Robertson Road. Three bedrooms, for-
mal dining room, living room with fireplace and
one and a half baths. Near Calloway County
Country Club. $34,000.00.
A value packed, comfortable home you should
see right now is the house at 838 Sunny Lane.
Three bedretims, formal living room with
separate dining room, large kitchen, utility room
and carport. Price of $26,750.00 includes drapes
and complete carpeting. Large patio and fenced
in back yard.
Don't fight crowds! Switch to the spacious
family home located ay 604 Vine Street. Easy ac-
cess to schools and shopping. Three bedrooms,
living room, formal dining, kitchen and utility
room. All large rooms and priced at $25,500.00
Delightful, warm living room invites family en-
joyment at 1665 Ryan Avenue. Formal dining
room plus three bedrooms, kitchen and utility
room makes this house complete. Located near
University and featured at only $28,000.00.
A child's paradise is the five bedroom house,
across the street from the city park at 406 North
8th Street. A dream house for the young, growing
family or use the upstairs for extra income as a
private apartment. Two full baths, some car-
peting, drapes, range and dishwasher. A large
home for $25,000.00.
The Luck of the Irish goes to the owner of this
special home! Located on Catalina and featuring
three bedrooms, one and a half baths, living
room, family room, kitchen, utility room, and
closed In garage, PLUS central heat and air con-
ditioning, roam dishwasher, disposal, carpeting
sod some drapes. Where can you buy more for













large back yard with
shade trees, $14,000.00
on Ilth Street. Call 753-
7974 or 753-1877 or 753-
0704.
CANTERBURY Estates:




fenced patio in back.
Three bedroom, 2 bath,
living room, dining
room, kitchen with built-
ins overlooking den with
fireplace-built-in book-
cases, utility, central
heat and air, good closet




frame house, 2 years
old, carport, extra
meter pole. On 3 large
lots. Reduced to $15,500.
Call 436-2260.
OR TRADE by owner.
Tr -level house with
approximately 2000 sq.
ft. on double lot in quiet
subdivision, one mile
from city limits on 121






two air conditioners, one
car garage, double wide
concrete drive, city
water, 1'V tower, storm
doors and windows. Call
753-1566.
Want to get your
gasoline at dealer
cost? See us to buy
this Service Station




start a new one? See







s. Hugh den with
large fireplace, cen-
tral heat and air. Call










After 31S p.m. ad Guy
Spam 753-510Ic Lease
Ma • 751-2409; Jed Por-
ed • 75341141; Lea D. GIs













convenient, great for big
family or renters help
pay. Owner, 753-2562.
LARGE 10 room frame
house, 2 baths, central
gas heat, air con-
ditioning. Carpeting, 2




In mid 20's. Two
bedrooms, 1% bath, new
carpet, 1,600 square feet




Enduro. Only 2400 miles.
Call 753-8844 days, 767-
6253 after 8.
1,0111t, V w
IsuGGEsTicors To5R3P CIA LEAK'S
1972 YAMAHA 350, good
condition. $375.00. Call
435-4287.





running bike. In good
condition. $850. Call 492-
8586.
1974 Y2 Husky, 175 CC,
includes all Enduro
accessories, and coney
shocks. 200 miles, 1973
Yamaha, 175 CC
Enduro, excellent
shape, must sell. Call 1-
=4469.
1970 JEEP COMANDO
red with two tops. New
engine. $1,600. Call 753-
2211.
1970 DODGE TRUCK C-
500. Long wheel base, 22'




1971 COMET, A-1 con-
dition. Call 753-2858 after
4 p. m.
1975, 4 x 4, BLAZER
















tionally clean inside and






good condition. Call 489-
2595.
1969 GMC VAN. 1971
Pontiac Le Mans. 1974
Datsun Little Hustler.
Call 753-5699 or 753-8786.
49 us,,i tV.. 9. Trucks
1972 VW, $1,450.00. Call
753-8001 after 5 p.m.
1970 FORD LTD, power




1972 MUSTANG MACH I,
automatic, power
steering, brakes and air,
good condition. Call 753-
4548 after 5 p.m.
1968 FASTBACK
MUSTANG 289, 3-speed.
Has Rocket mags, good
tires and headers.
$500.00 firm. 1-354-6691.
1948 FORD FAIRLANE, 2




1973 GREEN TWO door









$3-00 each. Call 435-4526.
SLICK CADILLAC,
$395.00. Call 753-7271.
1957 CHEVROLET, 2 door




Cars every month for
auction. New modern
facilities. Every
Wednesday at 1:00 p. m.
sharp. Easy to get to.
One hour from Chicago
and next to expressway
and Rockford Airport.
Fly in or drive in. Come
to Greater Rockford for
friendly treatment and
fair honest dealing.
Open 6 days. Jim Clark
or Sherry Ftayn 815-968-
6262. This is a dealers
auction.
1970 VW VAN, 59,000
miles, $1,495. Call 753-
9710.
iG Cinpers
1967 CHEVROLET 1971 VW CAMP. Re-
pickup, standard shift, built engine, good
Excellent condition. Call condition. Asking $2,100.













Venture 1000, sleeps 8,
1973 model, perfect
condition, extra nice,
will save buyer lots of
money. Call 753-4588.
1974 PICKUP CAB over
camper, 13'. $850.00 or
best offer. Top notch
shape. Call 753-0610.
CHAIN LINK FENCING
for business, industry or
your home. Over 25
years experience. All












WILL DO housework and
some yard work. Call
753-1495.
INSULATION blown in by
SEARS save on these
high heat and cooling





efficient service. No job






















NIP & TUCK Upholstery,
free estimates, pickup




March 13, six workers at
$10.00 an hour.
Preferably outside






WILL DO general farm
work. Experienced.





and exterior by the hour




repair. Call after 5 436-
2476.
J & B WELDING and
Fabrication. 24 hour
service. Six miles South







DOZER WORK - small
size ideal for leveling,
spreading backfilling.
Call 753-7370 or 753-4156.
ELECTRICAL WIRING
home and industrial, air
conditioning, and
refrigeration, plumbing
and heating. Call 474-
8841 or 753-7203. -
KIRBY CARPET CARE-
clean rugs of all kinds.











hauling, etc. Large line
of late model earth
moving equipment.
Over 30 years ex-
perience. Call Steven
Alexander at 489-2616,
days, 753-1959 nights, or
L. W. "Dub" Lyons, at
474-2264.
JOHN HUTCHENS'
. Plumbing and Electric.
No jobs too small. Call






Call 753-4124, South 4th




Don't forget the carpets.









WILLING TO DO work in
garden. Low wages. Call
753-9982 between 3:00 p






struction Co. Route 2,
Box 490A, Paducah, Ky.




Pay IIY fur instelletise dos
14.15 for liss St mend and
receive 2nri need service













Repair Work, New Construction and Reroofing,
Johns-Manville approved contractor.





Please take notice that any person
having a claim against the estate of
Ruby Ganger must submit same, to
Phyllis Garland, Adrninistratrix, P.
0. Box 65, Benton, Kentucky within




Ilegineig with the March water and natural ,as
bill, al Hazel COMININICS Rest ban their bus paid
is fell by the sad if each math, if net services will
be cat off witimmet werniag. Al post doe hs mast
be paid by Apt 30 er services will be cut off
whitest wends,. Tee may pay at the IWO City




Saturday, March 13, 10:00 A. N.
This auction is to settle the estate of Mrs. Effie Moe Beane at the R. B. Beane home place.
Sale Location: from Murray, take 94 east 2 sesBes to 280
 at East Y Grocery Oiled soy* to Beam'
Rood turn left and go 3/4 mile (watch for section signs)
Household Furnishings
19' Frost proof Frigidaire refrigerator (2 years old); electric range, chrome table with lea
f 'n 5 chairs
(good shape); portable 270 heater (year old); couch'n chair; black 'n white console tv; maple
 rocker (har-
dly used); poster bedroom suite with chest, bevelled mirror dresser 'n vanity seat; coal stove; tables; lam-
ps; chairs; metal cabinets; assorted linen and curtains for your bedroom, bath 'n kitchen; dishes, pots 'n
pans (pressure canner), many more what nots!
Antiques 'N Primitives
Oak dresser with bevelled mirror (refinished); wicker rocker; pigeon hole male holder from ole hotel;
library table; chest of drawers; rounded back trunk with shelf (nice); hall tree, fancy floor lamp; crock
spittoon; vanity lamps; hand crank meat slicer; wooden kitchen cabinets; lots of odd chairs (including 5
race Duncan Phyfe chairs); chair with lion head 'n claw feet; oak sideboard with bevelled mirror (ready to
go into your home); depression and hand painted dishes; avon bottles; quilts; just a partial listing!
, Convalescence Aids 'N Tools
Wheel chair; protable commode chair; grinder; electric table saw; vice; shallow well pump; 2-14' wire
gates; horse-drawn tools; wrenches 'n tools 'n more!
Conte on by and *Mint the weedier 'ft eerie with es. Sim ye there Useless it rains, ie that case time sale will be bald
the fellow* Seaway (Merck 20th)
Terms: Cashew check (with proper ID). leach eireilabie. Net responsible fee madames err property after sold.
Starks Brother Audion Company
leetoe, Ky.
Co. Pral Starks . 527.4591
Col. Chalks Stab 517-9552
LICENSED-BONDED-INSURED
PAT ANASTIONG 416-2114
412 kelli 1241 Inset Phi* 2231441
10th and aiestnut St
Murray, Ky.
V
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 Deaths and Funerals
Funeral Is Today
For Fred Vaughan
The funeral for Fred
Vaughan will be held today at
3:30 p. m. at the chapel of the
Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home with Rev. R. J. Burpoe
officiating and The Kings Sons
providing the song service.
Serving as pallbearers will
be Bernice Wisehart, Damon
Carson, Floyd McClure,
Blondie Graves McClure,
Billy Kinsolving, and Larry
Carson. Burial will be in the
Murray City Cemetery.
Mr. Vaughan, age 75, died
Monday at 9:30 p. m. at the
home of his sister, Mrs. Fred
McClure. A retired farmer, he
was born November 2, 1900,
and is the son of the late Silas
and Nellie Todd Vaughan.
The Murray man is survived
by three sisters, Mrs. Fred
(May) McClure, Miss Hattie
Vaughan, and Mrs. Effie
Byers, all of Murray, and




Clifford P. Weter, South
Fourth Street, Murray, died
Tuesday at ten p.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. He was 78 years of
age.
The Murray man was a
former home decorator and
retired farmer.
He served in the United
States Navy in World War I,
was a member of the
American Legion Post No. 73
in Murray, and was a charter
member of the American
Legion Post at Hebron, 111.
His wife is the former
Rebecca Sledd, niece of Mrs.
Hillard Sharpe of Murray.
They were, married Sep-
tember 16, 1945. He is survived
by his wife and several nieces
and nephews. Born April 4,
1897, in Lake Geneva,
Wisconsin, he was the son of
the late George Weter and
Margaret Judson Weter.
Funeral services will be
held Saturday at two p.m. at
the chapel of the McEvoy
Funeral Home, Paris, Tenn.,
with burial to follow in the
Foundry Hill Cemetery in
Henry County, Tenn.
Friends may call at the




Funeral services for Otis W.
Harrison, age 97, will be held
Thursday at 2:30 p. m. at the
chapel of the J. H. Churchill
Funeral Home with Dr. James
A. Fisher and Dr. Bill Whit-
taker officiating. Music will be
by Gus Robertson, Jr., and
Mrs. Charlotte Small, the
latter a granddaughter of Mr.
Harrison.
Active pallbearers will be
Cletus Fair, Billy Fair,
Thomas Scruggs, John
Buchanan, Bryan Tolley, and
Oliver McLemore. The
members of the Golden Age
Club will sit in an honorary
group. Burial will be in ,the
Murray City Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.
Mr. Harrison died Tuesday
at 4:50 a. m. at the Westview
Nursing Home. His wife, the
former Dovie Beaman, died in
1966. He was a member of the
First United Methodist
Church.
Survivors are one daughter,
Mrs. Edgar ( Artie) Morris,








The funeral for Mrs. Oren
(Goble) Simmons of Hazel
Route Two is being held today
at two p.m. at the New
Providence Church of Christ,
where she was a member,
with Bro. John Dale of-
ficiating and Bro. Bobby
Stubblefield directing the song
service.
Serving as pallbearers are
Ronald and Phil Housden,
Max Hutson, Herbert James
Dick, Billy Joe Kingins, and
Eunice Williams, all nephews.
Burial will be. in the New
Providence Cemetery with the
arrangements by the Blalock-
Coleman Funeral Home.
Mrs. Simmons, age 75, died
Monday at 8:55 a.m. at the
Benton Municipal Hospital.
She is survived by her
husband, Oren Simmons;
daughter, Mrs. Louis Carr,
Benton Route Seven; two
sisters, Mrs. Jesse Dick and
Mrs. Rob Duncan, Hazel







Wilson Garrison of Murray
Route Five died Tuesday at
ten p.m. at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital. He
was 78 years of age.
The deceased was married
in January 1914 to the former
Maudie Elkins, who survives.
Born April 9, 1897, in Calloway
County, he was the son of the
late Mr. and Mrs. Jim
Garrison.
Survivors include his wife;
two daughters, Mrs. Lovell
Norman, Mayfield and Mrs.
Dora Barnett, Hazel Route
Two; four sons, Cassel
Garrison, Murray Route Five,
Freeman Garrison, Highland





Mr. Garrison was a member
of the Cherry Corner Baptist
Church where funeral ser-
vices will be held Thursday at
2:30 p.m. with Rev. Lawson
Williamson and Rev. Gran-
dville Courtney officiating.
The Church Choir, directed by
Bro. Tom Holderby, will
provide the song service.
Pallbearers will be Ronnie
and Donnie Norman, Buddy,
Ricky, Kevin, and Owen
Garrison, and Billy Barnett,
all grandsons. Burial will be in
the Hicks Cemetery with the
arrangements by the Max
Churchill Funeral Home
where friends may call after
four p.m. today (Wednesday).
Hairdressers At
State Meeting
Members of the Murray
Affiliate of the National
Hairdressers and
Cosmetologists attend the
Spring Forum held at
Lexington.
Leta Taylor is a member of
the Bluegrass Hair Fashion
committee. While there Sylvia
Thomas, president of the
Murray Affiliate, attended the
board meeting of the Ken-
tucky State Hairdressers and
Cosmetologists.
Attending from here were
Judy Curd, Shere Parker,
Jackie Morris, Sylvia
Thomas, and Leta Taylor.
While at Lexington the
group attended classes on the
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Girls - 3 to 6X
Great Selection
Iii Air Shopping Ctr




Both Houses of the Kentucky
General Assembly have
piped a bill that Sen. John
Lackey, D-Richmond,
describes as the worst piece of
legislation he has seen since
his election in 1973.
The bill, passed Tuesday by
the Kentucky Senate, would
allow small loan companies to
lend up to $1,500, instead of
$1,200—the current maximum
allowed by law.
Lackey said the bill would
result in higher interest rates
for those persons who can
least afford it—people who
can't get loans from banks.
The bill would permit
charges on loans of 3 per cent
per month on unpaid balances
up to $500, 2 per cent per
month on the unpaid balance
above $500 and 11/2 per cent on
unpaid balances above $1,200.
Currently, interest is






defense motions for new trials
for Terry Mitchel Compton,
22, and Donald Ray Scott, 20,
convicted Jan. 16 of killing
Travis Lax, have been denied
by Circuit Court Judge Dick
Herman.
Compton's attorney, Julian
Guinn, said briefs had been
filed in Circuit Court following
the trial claiming more than a
dozen reversible errors.
Marvin Morton, representing
Scott, said his arguments for a
new trial were based on errors
made when Scott was sen-
tenced to 20 years in prison.
Compton was given the death
penalty.
Jerman set the date of
execution for Compton, who
was sentenced to die in the
electric chair, for July 8.
Morton explained that the
jury first wanted to give his
client an indeterminate
sentence, but instead of
sending the jury back after
explaining that was illegal,
Jerman questioned the jurors
publicly and the 20-year
sentence was agreed on.
Morton also said some of
Jerman's instructions to the
jury were improper.
Both attorneys said the
motions were preliminary
steps necessary during the
appeals process, and both
cases will be taken next to the
criminal court of appeals.
Compton is being held at the
Tennessee State Prison in
Nashville, while Scott is
serving time at the Turney
Center in Only.
Lax, a Henry County far-
mer, was killed and his wife
wounded when they surprised
burglars as they entered their
home near Buchanan, Tenn.,
on Aug. 4, 1975.
Purchase Area
Hog Market
Federal State Market News ServiceMarch 10, 1976
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog MarketReport Includes 9 Buyirtg Stations
Receipts: Act. 147 Est. 300 Barrows &Gilts Steady Sows steady - mostly .50lower
US 1-2 20043011n 
US 1-3 200-240 Its..
US 2-4 240-260 lbs. ..
US 3-4 351-210 lbe
Sows
US 1-2 770-350 Its
US 1-3 300-450 Its
US 1-3 45045011m
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$100 received by the borrower.
Lackey said the bill was
sought by a "bunch of
vultures" that he said have a
monopoly on the small loan
industry,
The Richmond senator
made a motion to table the
bill, but it was defeated 15-14.
The bill then was approved 16-
14.
He said passing the bill
would result in "an increase of
about 80 per cent on a $1201)
loan."
Backers said small loan
companies need the extra
interest because of inflation.
Reading Council To
Meet On Thursday
The Murray Area Council of
the International Reading
Association will meet Thur-
sday, March 11, from 4:30 to
six p. m. in Room 341 of the
Special Education Building,
Murray State University.
All members and interested
persons are urged to attend, a
council spokesman said.
LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake, 7 a.m. 354.0
down 0.1. Below dam 312.4 up
0.4.
Barkley Lake, 7 a.m. 353.8
down 0.2. Below dam 319.4 up
2.3.
Demos Say Ford Budget So




Committee said today that
President Ford's proposed
$394-billion budget is so stingy
it will point the nation into
another recession while doing
little to curb inflation or
create needed jobs.
In the committee's annual
report, the Democrats called
for sharp spending increases,
the creation of one million
emergency jobs and a
voluntary program to limit
wage and price increases.
They said adoption of their
recommendations will result
in a total budget outlay in
fiscal 1977 of between $412
illion and $418 billion, some
$16 billion to $24 billion more
than the President proposed.
The new fiscal year beings
Oct. 1.
The majority report, which
was opposed generally by the
committee's Republicans,
also said increased spending
will not add to the federal
budget deficit because the
spending will trigger in-
creased tax revenues and cut
spending for unemployment
insurance, food stamps and
other support programs.
The 378-page report bears
the stamp of Committee
Chairman Hubert H. Hum-
phrey, D-Minn., who said
administration proposals will
weaken recovery and perhaps
interrupt it altogether. The
report constitutes a major
Democratic attack on Ford
administration economic
policies in an election year
when the economy will be a
major issue.
The committee's
Republicans, led by Rep.
Clarence J. Brown, R-Ohio,
said the Ford administration's
TVA Says System
Cutting Pollutants
PADUCAH, Ky. ( AP) — The
Tennessee Valley Authority
says its new automated
system at its Shawnee Steam
Plant in Western McCracken
County apparently is
controlling sulfur-dioxide
emissions that have damaged
area farm crops in the past.
TVA has paid more than
$240,000 in damages for crop
burns as far as 15 miles from
the electric generating plant
on the Ohio River. Most of the
damage was to soybeans,
tobacco, pastureland and
vegetable gardens.
But an automated sulfur-
dioxide emissions limitation
system operating since last
fall seems to have eliminated
the pollution, according to
Eugene Sowders, a TVA of-
ficial at Chattanooga, Tenn.
The monitors of our control
system are telling us we don't
have the problem now," he
said.
optimism about the economy
will be justified if congress
can be prevented from
enacting the majority's
recommendations.
However, the GOP minority
report itself said that,
"Optimism about the solid
recovery which is now un-
denvay must be tempered
somewhat by the concern for
the lingering unemployment
of Americans who have been
affected by the recent
recession."
The report said the
President's estimated budget
deficit of some $43 billion
actually will be nearly $60
billion because of ad-
ministration over-optimism





—The president of the
National Association of Home
Builders said Tuesday the
government must reduce its
role in the housing markets if
the industry is to provide
people with reasonably priced
housing.
John C. Hart, an
Indianapolis builder, said
builders are becoming
disenchanted with the rental
subsidy program because it is













DON'T TRY TO GET CUT OF
IT, CHUCK ! A DEAL 15 A
0EAL 15 A PEAL ! JUST %OW
ME MW NEW SHORTSTOP..
•
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Health Mechanics Program At
MSU Enthusiastically Received
Students responded with
enthusiasm to a six-hour
Basic Health Mechanics"




planned in a brainstorming
session between Lanette
Thurman, director of the
Personal Enrichment Center,
and Sue Hopkins, MSU Helath
Educator, both employees of
the Office of Student
Development. The full co-
operation of MSU physician,
Dr. Judith Hood, and her staff
resulted in closing the Health
Services Office for the day.
Tables were manned by
competent people and dozens
of phamplets, films and other
aids were used in individual
contact witty) students to
facilitate getting to know their
"body engines" better.
Those who attended were
given preference sheets on
which to indicate interest in
future workshops in sixteen
areas. The most popular
were: Habit control (smoking
and eating), diet and exercise.
diabetes Information and
screening, first aid, emotional
health, blood types and skin
care.
Students were greeted by
Dr. Hood, Mrs. Hopkins or
Mrs. Thurman. The following
booths were available:
General Information Booth:
Information on services of-
fered by the MSU Health
Center, diabetes, mono, first
aid, emergencies, skin care,
nutrition, contact lens, and
general symptomatic con-
ditions.
Cancer Detection: Mrs. Ann
Ingle, R. N., MSU Health
Services presented a con-
tinuous showing of filmstrips
explaining the correct
procedure for the detection of
cancer of the breast and





Health Department gave in-
dividualized instruction for
those interested in family
planning ( to or not to have
families).
Vision: Melanie Harris, R.
N., gave a simple eye test to
screen for vision problems.
Screening for Hearing
Difficulties: Tests were done
under the direction of Don
Noles, Clinical Audiologist,
MSU Speech and Hearing. He
was assisted by Connie
Deweese, Karen Scott, Cathy
Morehead, Nancy Monack and
Joyce Bramley.
Physical Fitness and
Exercise: Dr. Ken Purcell,
Sandy Smith, and Becky Hall
presented information on
fitness through exercise. Free
articles showing exercise
techniques were distributed.




Copies of a diet tailored to
Winslow Cafeteria for the
week of March 1-7 were
distributed. Prepared by Mrs.
Anne Flood, R. D., Murray-
Calloway County Hospital, the
diet provided for easy
selection of food for 800, 1000,
1200, and 1500 daily caloric
intake. Melanie Harris. R. N..
MSU assisted in recording
weight, height, and in plan-
ning for desirable weight
changes.
BASIC HEALTH DAY — Mrs. Shirley Robinson, R. N., takes the blood pressure of a
student while Mrs. Sue Hopkins watches.
Left to right are Mrs. Ann Ingle, R. N., nurse practitioner,' Gary Sanders, lab technician
Melanie Harris, R. N.; and Sue Hopkins, health educator.
)1PADUCAH: Downtown, Minnens II,
Crossroads
MAYFIELD: On The Square
MURRAY: Bel Air Center
SPRING:
Vest Dress Is Best!
Yes! Minnens Fashion Jacket
and Skirt, with Contrasting
Print Lapel and Vest, makes you
'Best Dressed' this Spring?
Sizes 5-13, All three pieces only
All Minnens Outstanding Spring Dresses
Specially Priced WOO to 32.00
Minnens Murray Open Nghts, Sundays
LAYAWAY
Veneral Diseases: Mr. Ova
Pittman, area inspector for
venereal disease in Kentuclu
provided comprehensive
"Information on prevention,
detection and treatment of all
veneral diseases.
Drag and Alcobol Abase:
Dr. Don Brock, director, and
Fred Neff, counselor for
Calloway County Mental
Health Center distributed
information on drug use which
was prepared by Dr. Bernie
Segal, director of MSU
Psychological Center.
Mental and Emotional
Health and Project Tran-
sition: Questions and answers
were given individually by
Janice Sanders, MSU Project
Transition. She as assisted by
graduate students: Ira
Heilveil, Sue Ann Shockett,
Tom Condon and Jack Con-
boy.
Health Insurance: Infor-
mation furnished by Morgan,
Trevathan and Gunn on
coverage for students and
other citizens.
Habit Control for Smoking




offer seminars for students in
both.
Blood Pressure: Mrs.
Shirley Robinson, R. N., MSU
Health Services and her
assistants checked the blood
pressure of more than 120
students. Follow up action was
urged when indicated.
Students in nursing education
pressure 
heeltpeestsd were:blo: Bre colad
Williams, Betty Relater,
Diane Payne, Cindy Southard,
Karen Baker, Sarah Calhoun,
Rene' Boyd, Cece Moses,
Sheri Riley, and Peggy
Garland.
Any student wishing to
participate in workshops or
classes in any of the areas is
encouraged to contact Lanette
Thurman in the Personal
Enrichment Center, 762-6891.
The Murray Ledger & Times
Pressure Mounting On Bill To
License Physician's Assistants
LOUISVILLE, Ky. ( AP) —
A bill to set up a licensing
system for physicians
assistants has turned out to be
a big headache for co-spohsor
Joe Prather, 13-Vine Grove.
"I see Senate Bill 27 in my
sleep," said Prather. "It's
been passed by the upper
chamber but I'm still getting a
lot of heat."
It's been coming from
nurses, ophthamologists,
optometrists and a few
physicians. The uproar is
expected to continue when the
measure is taken up in the
Kentucky House.
Basically, an assistant
would be permitted to perform
any function assigned him by
a doctor licensed in this state.
"We don't need a middle
man in the medical
profession," says Sharon
Smith, executive director of
the Kentucky Nurses
Association." "Our
association has studied every
aspect of this bill and we have
grave concerns about it for the
public's safety."
Mrs. Smith argues that
there are too many loopholes
in the legislation. She also has
Wishbook Used
As Text In Course
For Viet Refugees
TACOMA, Wash. (AP) —
That time-honored "wish-
book," the Sears, Roebuck
mail-order catalog, has
replaced McGuffy's Reader at
Tacoma Community College
for the teaching of basic
English
The Sears catalog has been
elevated to the status of
textbook in the school's
"survival English" course for
Vietnamese refugees and
other newcomers to the United
States.
Karen Bollard's 51/2-month
course is one of 90 federally
funded adult English classes
In the state. It is limited to
adult heads of households who
are looking for jobs. The
language barrier has
prevented many refugees
from finding work, Mrs.
Bollard says.
East Side of The Square
The Sears catalog is
required reading for the 23
adults in her two-month-old
class. She says it is the most
convenient way she has of
teaching an expanded
vocabulary of basic terms.
By turning to one section of
the catalog — for instance,
"living room furniture" — she
can teach an entire range of
everyday words like "couch,"
"chair" and "lamp." And the
new words are easier to learn
when there is visual iden-
tification — catalog
illustrations.
Mrs. Bollard says her goal is
to teach the refugees to
"respond correctly more often
than incorrectly" in the
English language. "But
inevitably I'm giving them a
certain amount of cultural
indoctrination, too."
a number of questions: "Can
these assistants diagnose and
initiate treatment? What will
happen in a malpractice case?
Where are these assistants
going to practice?"
She also said that there is
nothing in SB 27 requiring an
assistant to have a high school
education.
Supporters of the bill,
including the University of
Kentucky Medical School, say
it will increase health care by
freeing physicians from minor
medical tasks.
Seven such assistants
already are working in .1.ihs
state, according to Dr. FAr'  I
Vastbeinder, who heads the
two-year training course for
physicians assistants at the
University of Kentucky.
Vastbeinder said UK
Initiated the program in 1973,
that no one has been admitted
"just out of high school. We
have 20 people in class now
and most of them have more
than a college degree."
He said students are taught
anatomy, microbiology,
pharmacology, medical ethics
and during the second year,
they are rotated through
obstetrics, surgery and so on.
Vastbeinder added that no
assistant is permitted to write
prescriptions.
"What an assistant can do is
gather medical information. A
good medical history
sometimes takes two hours to
complete," Vastbeinder ex-
plained. "An assistant can
handle routine procedures
that don't require the
diagnostic process. Military
medical corpsmen have been
doing this sort of thing for
years."
Sen. Prather said the bill
was introduced upon

























recommendation of a special
medical care study com-
mittee. One of the biggest
problems was the dissension
between optometrists and
ophthalmologists," he said.
"The optometrists were afraid
that the physicians assistant
might be doing work in their
field."
Some of the rriction was
erased by an amendment
spelling out what the assistant
cannot do. The prohibitions
include the prescribing of
contact lenses, ocular exer-
cises and visual training.
Dr. Arthur Kenney,
professor of opthalmology at
the University of Louisville,
said the amendment places
restrictions on eye physicians.
Kenney said "I suppose the
optometrists were fearful that
the assistants might begin
selling glasses. But I, for one,
don't believe that most
physicians or their assistants
would become involved in the
area of the optometrists'
mercantile concerns."
Sen. Prather said super-
vising doctors would be
responsible for their
assistants' work. The bill also
sets up an advisory council to
assist the state Board of
Medical Licensure in
establishing the new program.
"A physician's assistant
would have to pass an
examination approved by the
board and the board would
have the freedom to set up
those requirements," he
continued."
But Mrs. Smith disagrees
with these arguments. "An
assistant may give a
physician more time to take
care of patients. But_ how
much depth will therele to the
coverage?"
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Armour Star Beef for the Freezer
Complete Side ad, wrap, froze  19
Boneless Chuck Roast si
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Elko Railroad Crossing Takes
A Number Of Lives Yearly
ELKO, Nev. ( AP) — More
than 40 times a day, this
northeastern Nevada town of
9,500 is split in two.
Lying on two main east-west
railroad lines, the city's
central district is riddled with
rail. There are 17 track
crossings in an eight block
area alone.
Lengthy transcontinental
freight trains lumber through
Elko about twice an hour.
Traffic is hopelessly snarled
and entire neighborhoods are
completely isolated. Local
authorities say a couple of
lives are lost each year at the
crossings, including motorists
who make a last minute dash
across the tracks to avoid the
wait — and don't make it.
Occasionally the right
combination of railroad traffic
makes it impossible for cars
or pedestrians to cross
anywhere in the town for
periods up to three hours.
But Elko's railroad woes
may be easing with the im-
plementation of an ex-
perimental federally-funded
bypass program that even-
tually may be used to solve the
track problems if hundreds of
American cities that grew up
along rail lines.
Under a pending federal
demonstration project, a 5.6-
mile consolidated track
Henry Block has
17 reasons why you
should come to us
for income tax help.
Reason 1. We are income tax
specialists. We ask the right questions.
We dig for every honest deduction. We
want to leave no stone unturned to
make sure you pay the smallest
legitimate tax.
H&R BLOCK®
THE INCOME TAX PEOPLE
corridor will be laid through
downtown Elko to solve the
traffic problems and provide
more efficient rail service.
The Federal Highway
Administration has approved
a new alternate route for the
corridor, which will replace
the central city sections of
both the three-track Western
Pacific line and the twin-track
Southern Pacific line. The five
tracks will become two along
the new consolidated stretch.
Senate and House versions
of the Federal Highway Act of
1975, currently under joint
conference consideration,
both include $16 million for
Elko's Project Lifesaver. The
federal government will share
95 per cent of the cost, with the
city, state and railroads
sharing the rest.
Ira Beckley, a consulting
engineer working an the
project, says construction
may start within a year, with
all phases of construction to be
completed in about five years.
After almost two years of
city-financed planning work,
Elko is the first of four
demonstration sites in the




Some 185 U.S. cities have
formally notified the federal
government that they are
interested in similar railroad
bypass projects in their
downtown sections.
But Congress has decided
that it won't provide funds for
more projects until the
demonstration projects are
completed, Beckley said,
adding that municipal of-
ficials across the country are
watching what happens in
Elko.
"It's the smallest of all of
the projects but it in-
corporates all of the
problems," Rackley said.
BIRD/DOG — Bronco the Pudel pointer has a
problem. He's supposed to point out critters like this
bobwhite, but the bird's perch on the pooch's head
doesn't quite permit it The Pudel is one of a new breed
of hunting dog being introduced on the West Coast,
and Bronco's owner Richard De Chambeau of lone,




NEW YORK ( AP) — Scien-
tists at the American Museum
of Natural History have found
conclusive evidence that coe-
lacanths give birth to living
young and are not egg-laying
fishes as has been widely be-
lieved.
While dissecting a specimen
at the museum, Dr. C. Lovett
Smith, chairman of the Depart-
ment of Ichthyology, and Dr.
Charles S. Rand, protestor of
comparative hematology at
Long Island University, dis-
covered that the specimen con-
tained four advanced young.
The coelacanth, scientific
name Latimeria chalumnae, is
the only living representative of
a once widespread group of
lobe-finned fishes, first known
from fossil specimens in rocks




3 MIX AND MATCH MEALS
THAT FEED 4 MR $5.45
Hcav's that, lovers of big meals at small prices2
Long John Saver's announce; three different, deli-
cious ways to feed at least four hungry people, each
at the same low price
Here they are Long John Saver's new Big Catch
Combinations:
MIMI FLIZTE
4 01101118 OF MEE




4 OWNED OE /WES
I LANE IMO Of
COLE ELM/
)
Think of it With three Big Catch choices, you
don't have to contend with anybody saying "I don t
feel Ike eating the, or I don't feel like eating that!'
Because now evwybody can eat this or that Or both
And afire you finish eating. the kick can have
fin The Big Cath carry home package Is a colorful
treasure dant kids can use over and over to acre then
own treasures -Ike the tree pirate souvenirs they
get every time they come into LonsJohn Weis
Long John Weis B ig Catch Combinations Neva
has one restaurant offered
90 many so much - --
for ea Me
'Long EM" Silvers




Song Says Mexicans Suffer:
Live On Cardboard Houses
MEXICO CITY, Mexico
t AP — In front of the card-
board and scrap wood shack,
three men strummed guitars
and sang the words of a song
that has become popular in
Mexico City's numerous
squattertowns.
"How sad my people are,
living in houses of cardboard
... how happy live the dogs in
the house of the exploiter," go
the words. No one knows who
wrote the song but many are
singing it in the shantytowns
that have sprung up on
privately owned or govern-
ment land.
"They're fighting," said
Francisco de la Cruz, a self-
professed Marxist who is the
leader of an organization he
says is active in most of the
585 shantytowns or "lost
cities" ringing the capital, as
they do in many Latin
American cities.
"The insurrection of the
poor people is knocking at the
door," he said. "We can't wait
for a government that serves
capitalism to help us."
De is Cruz and some of his
aides made it clear that they
think communism is the only
way Mexico's slum problem
will be solved.
De in Cruz's organization,
set up in brigades, has
established learning centers
for slum children who do not
attend public schools. The
children get heavy doses of
Marxist doctrine. Tots there
shoot clenched fists into the
air and chant leftist slogans in
unison.
Names of slum streets,
which look more like narrow
dirt alleyways, sometimes
bear the names of prominent
Communist leaders — the
Guevara, Ho Chi Minh, Fidel
Castro and others.
Brigades of de la Cruz's
leftists can always be found
working in the slums. Some
brigades teach, some run
health clinics, some organize
cleanup campaigns and others
collect money for "the cause."
A de la Cruz assistant said
the organization has steady
contact with Chilean refugees
living in Mexico. The refugees
fled Chile in 1973 after a
military coup toppled the
regime of the late Marxist
President Salvadore Allende.
The de is Cruz operation
also has contact with im-
derground leftist leaders in
Santiago, Chile, and in
Guatemala, the assistant said.
Mexico has enjoyed a half
century of political stability
and the chance of anyone
organizing a successive
revolution in the near future is
remote.
The government continues
to try to cope with the problem
of housing. But it can't keep up
with the 3.7 per cent annual
growth rate of the population,
one of the highest in the world.
The U.S. population growth
rate has reached a virtual zero
point.
The government says that in
the last five years it has
replaced 157 lost cities, where
10,000 persons lived, with
government subsidized
housing. In the 1960s a giant
housing project in the capital
provided homes for 100,000
families.
Despite this, the slums keep
multiplying.
The shortage of housing was
4 million units, according to
the 1970 census. A recent study
indicated the shortage will
rise to almost 9 million houses
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KROGER IS LOW PRICE LEADER IN GROCERIES!
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Wheoever me desire
seilermly super) flavor
mid laic', rich Wider-
moss in beef, iitsist so
"Pmele's Choice" U.S.
Gov't. Graded Choice
kit ... a Kreger el.
clusive. Net oily does
People's Choice Beef
meet rigid U.S. Depart-
ment of Agricalture
staodards for U.S.D.A.
Choice quality, it also
meets Kroger's own
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• SHOWBOAT CUT GREEN
$1 Beans 5Butzl, $1
Macaroni & Cheese Larsen's
KROGER VEG- ALL
DINNER 3 16 Oz•Cans
94 7 1/2 01Pkgs.
KROGER
White Bread 2gAZ 79c
LIGHT CHUNK
49c6 1/7 OZ.Kroger Tuna CAN
ASSORTED FLAVORS
Wagner's Drinks 54 OZ.BTL. 68c
THE ALIENS GREEN
Lima Beans 411,11i $1
KROGER VAC PACK
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with the best chicken
you end with the
best chicken.
A great bird begins with basics. Like picking
its parents. Knowing whether it was properly
fed. And how long it took from plucking to
platter. All raised by our own growers in
carefully controlled surroundings, fed our own
balanced diets, inspected by our own veterin-
arians and processed in our own plants. The
largest poultry processing complex in the
world.
The one to pick to be sure.
Whole Clickmi Cut Up
Country Styli
YOU BUY IT THE WAY YOU LIKE IT!
...44PM110,•41114.11.4.440.114•-•..44,..44. •44,.......18.1
John Audubon; Kentucky's Greatest Bird Watcher: Not Conservationist
LOUISVILLE, Ky. ( AP) —
,Intin James Audubon was
:.:Kentucky's pioneer bird
Witcher, wildlife artist and
'naturalist, but he was not a
conservationist as the term is
defined today.
Audubon did not ativocate or
promote conservation of the
natural resources of Kentucky
or other sections of the
wilderness where he roamed
with his long rifle and art
equipment. Audubon did
:Understand, however, that he
had a unique opportunity to
:record on canvas the birds of
North America in their
primeval haunts, and he
challenged himself to com-
plete such an inventory in his
lifetime.
Audubon was born on his
father's Louisiana plantation
May 4, 1780. He grew up with,
as his family noted, "strange
stuffed birds and curious
milliped insects that filled his
room in artistic discorder."
As a young artist, Audubon
so perfectly captured the
image of the wild turkey that
''when finished and set to dry
upon the piazza, it attracted
and deceived a flock of
domestic turkeys that came
strutting upon the scene,
noisily gobbling and
quarreling, and actually tried
to attack and drive out the
lordly forest intruder," Mary
Fluker Bradford wrote in her
1897 book "Audubon."
"Audubon remained about
seven years at Henderson;
bought land and slaves, and
St.. Hitchcock's
Ky. Lake Music Barn
Nwy. 121, New Gisesnl, Ky.
—Pre•ieni4—
Mkt Keck 12, Ilk UN P. M.
Don't miss this great
Superstar Entertainer!
Hear hint ring his hit records!
-DM Away,"lteconsider me,"
"wow How Tine Sips Away,"
-somebody Hold Me"
lb Moak DM .111 in, bit wit Ise da
SA Welt sO SON mood.
Ticket Prices For this specie, skew $3.50 advance,
$4.00 at the doer, chitlins eider 6 Free
Ildiets 98bl et Ombra Musk Came and My & Ilbars's Isorsty lbw
Doors open at 1N p is.. Every soot a good oast loth ober
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• Your lowest cost feed is top
renovated pastures,
:▪ :l• ertilized and seeded with
:•• R 2 Brand Medium Red Clover
and NK's ladino clover.
'Get you free copy of our NK
Fans Mr agent Notes "Reno-
vating Grass Fields" at your




- Telephone 753-5521 Harold Jones, Hanger
was supremely happy in his
cabin home, his ready rifle




brilliant but oddball botanist
Constantine Rafinesque
visited Audubon in Henderson,
"grotesquely dressed, and
bearing a bunch of weeds upon
his shoulders," Mary Brad-
ford wrote.
Ftafinesque "jumped and
danced and fairly hugged his
kindly host," when AudubonNilaces." The exercise was
showed him a new species of designed to improve their
plant. During the night hunting eye at night when they
Rafinesque awakened the would fire "at the reflected
household when he completely
shattered Audubon's favorite
violin trying to kill some bats
in his room he declared were
"a new species."
While living in Henderson,
Audubon lost over two hun-
dred of his nature drawings to
a pack of Norway rats. He had
left a wooden box filled with
his works in a friend's
warehouse during a
protracted absence. Audubon
never suspected a pair of rats
would decide to shred the
sketches into bits of paper for
a nest.
Audubon used his gun to
obtain models of birds and
animals he sketched and was
most impressed with Daniel
Boone's ability with the long
rifle when he went "barking
squirrels" with Boone near
Frankfort.
In "The Life of John James
Audubon," edited by his
widow, Audubon is quoted as
writing in his journal;
"We walked out together,
and followed the rocky
margins of the Kentucky
River until we reached a piece
of flat land thickly covered
with black walnuts, oaks and
hickories."
Audubon described the
calculated manner in which
Boone prepared his heavy,
long rifle for firing, then
pointed out a squirrel




WASHINGTON (AP) — Proj-
ected touziim to Washington,
D.C., during the Bicentennial
months could reach as high as
30-40 rnillionwerrions from all
over lie .rdlog to
Dr. A. Knighton Stanley, &rec-
tor of the Diabict of Columbia
Office of Bicentennial Pro-
grams here.
"The eyes of the world will
be on Washington from now
dr cough 1976," Dr. Stanley
says, "and we are determined
that visitors will be well-in-
formed, accommodated and en-
tertained."
There will be information
centers and kiosks throughout
the city and along highway ap-
proaches and transportation
terminals, manned by youthful,
informed "city ambassadors."
The CURB organisation (Citi-
zens United to Remove Blight)
La beauring the city with new
paint and More than
311,000 tress have bm donated.
Historical matters and plagues
will identify sites of ma* in-
terest; the Dated Circle Un-
derground is Mktg transformed
Into mini shopping malls, and
"state days" commemorate the
day that each of the 50 states
was admitted to the union.
Several large corporations
have contributed financial and
help to aanire thatpersonnel
visitors to the na-
tio=ital will not be &a-a 
— but considerably
more help is needed, Dr. Stan-
ley
Kentucky's coal production
for the first half of 1975 ran
one-half million tons above the
comparable period last ear.
Through June, Kentucky
production totaled 70,600,000
tons. Of that, eastern Ken-
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the animal, and sent it
whirling through the air, as if
It had been blown up,"
Audubon wrote.
Audubon also saw the
"snuffing of a candle with a
ball" for the first time "near
the banks of Green River, not
far from a large pigeon roost,
to which I had previously
made a visit."
The naturalist observed the
men of the area trying to snuff
out a lighted candle by firing
rifles "at a distance of fifty
light from the eye of a deer or
wolf by torchlight."
He noted that one man,
-who was particularly expert,
was very fortunate and
snuffed the candle three times
out of seven."
While the Audubon Society
today guards wildlife from
indiscriminate slaughter,
John James Audubon
probably would have been
unable to join such an
organization had it existed in
his day.
Marshall B. Davidson notes
in an "American Heritage"
article on Audubon published
in 1959;
"Once, on Dec. 25, 1810, with
a party of Shawnee Indians, he
(Audubon( caught a lakeful of
swans in a pitiless cross fire,
until the surface of the water
was 'covered with birds
floating with their backs
downwards, and their heads
sunk in the water, and their
legs kicking in the air."
Davidson points out that the
swan kill is "no stick to beat
Audubon with" considering
the "inexhaustible" supply of
game in the forests of the new
world.
Audubon noted in his journal
that he was "growing old too
fast," and in his late forties
wrote; ". .may God grant me
life to see the last plate of my
mamrnouth work finished."
Davidson notes that Audubon,
who devoted all his energies to
his project, made the request
of the Almighty after 17
consecutive hours of work.
Audubon was 63-years-old
when he started out to explore
the plains and mountains of
the far west. He wanted to see
the great buffalo herds and, as
Mary Bradford noted, "other
animals whose habits had
never been described."
After eight months on his
Journey west, Audubon
reached the Yellowstone
River and knew that he must
turn back, Mary Bradford
noted, because he felt "the
infirmities of age stealing
upon him."
Audubon never saw the
Rockies, yet one of their
loftiest peaks, "Mount
Audubon," makes his memory
immortal.
As he approached the age of
70, Audubon's sight began to
fail and "from that time, his
wife never left him; she read
to him, walked with him, and
toward the last she fed him,"
Mary Bradford wrote.
Audubon died Jan. 29, 1851
leaving the world a chronicle
on the birds of North America
through his many sketches,
paintings and writings.
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inch handle. vs ‘,2
Forged Tines Spading Fork
6.116
E-Z RIDE BY MONROE
ORIGINAL EQUIPMENT
REPLACEMENT SHOCKS











Utallilfit "Champion" Mow*? 20-Inch
Cvtx;n,77•11S
Throttle control, extra deep











Com•s with 4 clips and
leaf bag. as-13;
Heavy Doty Grass Bags,
7 Bushel Capac., 12 Rag












Wheelbarrow, Heavy Duty, Holds 4 ce.ft. 41141 19.64




• Chain Drive For More Power
• 14-1n. Heavy Duty Self.
Sharpening Tines.
• 11/4-1n. Heavy Duty
Tine Shaft
3-HP Briggs 8. Stratton
engonor, chorn drive.
Safety clutch, positive
drag depth bar Optional
attachments avoolotsle.
14 '
$ HP WORM GEAR TILLER.







16.9 sq. ft. of shelf area
Full width chiller/meat
keeper
Storage door with butter








CHARGE IT AT OTASCO
Sole Prices Good at Over 600 Stores Throughout the South and Southwest 5-3/11—A
1114Air Shoppiess coiner 75341341






et one of their
peaks, "Mount
es his memory
roached the age of
's sight began to
rom that time, his
left him; she read
ed with him, and
last she fed him,"
ord wrote.
















































































OUANTITY RIGHTS ARE RESERVED
BEGLEY'S
DRUG STORES
pexati Fine quality products





























of the health team that
begins with your doctor.
Begley's lmows this.
For over 50 years our
fully trained prciess-
icuals have served the
health needs of Ken-
tuckians. At Begley's
the prescription depart-























BABY & ALL THE
FAMILY
SHAMPOO
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WW1. res hid semethitep sweet to es with Not see of coffee wideresist watching LY. f N pee Mewl Med thie-you'ro sideshee
sonekieg. essfy telsee e fee wiesetes to de. Poor seem ell thet
eht cm Ina eldlet s.d'Ale it Is Meths, epee se e asepie CON of
biscuits. Rite e Ink Ills water of each Week (I stick y Itessi
Iferveph.) Drop the Walks bee Nee bet el aid brews de see
side. Flip it ever to Inks the Ow shin. breve awl tree the
biscuit his. midi bed of posedend regsr, gressekeed mar or Ohio
king. La id MAW - mem get fres* bat thartif Os sun the el fs
let- I pee drop these he before the ell le bet eseeph, the dem/ ii
sheet* the a hashed of frpieg. Teessepre *IT flake his. Ws
Amok lite mesis to tore is biscuit iste adekko, bet hook (Ilse
eressil .at. fleet tie )
Dees km meet led stleh to the Intim el the post N el
Halt to realm hen the pas witheet bred*, id teerlip. Piece •
strip of Means. Ike batten of a..e WOW piecing sow owei
heel N N. Theo beam keel
4"6" 3/99t
START COLLECTING


















Macaroni & Cheese- .3/79
eD,
Pancake Mix 2 Lb. 574
PARAMOUNT















4Pie Shells.  . • PKG. OF 249 , 
DUNCAN HINES•MOIST 'N' EASY
APPLE•BANANA•CHOCOLATE
Snack'n' Cake-
CRAFT'S•STRETCH
100% NYLON MESH
Panty Hose-
DOUBLELUCK-CUT
GREEN BEANS
NORTHSIDE
SOUTHSIDE:
Cozy Phillips
Card Not Punched
